MAY 2021. NEW ACQUISITIONS

FOREWORD

Dear friends & colleagues,
We’d like to present a new list of our recent acquisitions with focus on early Soviet rare
books. As usual the catalogue consists of several categories, here is the list of contents:
1. UKRAINE (p.4) - Dneprostroi, Ukrainian puppet theatre & children’s book praising
Soviet steamer construction (!).
2. EARLY SOVIET POLITICS & PROPAGANDA (p.15) where you meet Rasputin, Bukharin,
Lunacharsky, Kamenev and many more.
3. BOOK DESIGN (p.26) is all about the Constructivist covers and layouts.
4. «HOW-TO» BOOKS (p.33) where you’ll learn how to design a manuscript, make
a stuffed animal, create newspaper headlines, decorate fabrics and determine any
language.
5. ALCOHOL: FOR & AGAINST (p.41) - charters of alcohol companies VS Soviet antialcohol propaganda brochures .
6. NATIONAL QUESTION (p.46) - books on Erzya and Evens languages.
7. PERFORMING ARTS (p.52) - cinema, theatre, music - we have a book for each.
8. LITERATURE (p.59) - Mayakovsky against war, Rhymes of physical culture, and the first
Zamiatin’s ‘We’.
9. CHILDREN (p.64) - penguins, intercative parks for Soviet children, and ‘How Religion
Encourages the Exploitation of Children’ (!).
10. PHOTOGRAPHY (p.74) - one of a kind photographs from parade in Georgia, Soviet
‘Kamasutra’, exciting album about tile making factory, and chronicle of the Constructivist
tram station.
We hope this will be an interesting read for you!
Stay well and safe.
Bookvica & Globus Books
May 2021
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The only copy is
located in Harvard
University.

[ U K R A I N I A N P U P P E T T H E AT E R I N T H E E A R LY 1 9 2 0 S ]

Horbenko, P. Revoliutsiinyi lial’kovyi teatr [i.e. Revolutionary Puppet
Theater]. Kiev: Knihospilka, 1924. 40 pp.: ill. 22,5x14,5 cm. In illustrated
wrappers. Covers detached from the block, glued together with paper
band, tears of covers, stamps and other attributes of two contemporary
Ukrainian libraries on front cover, t.p., p. 17 and 40.
First and only edition. One of 3000 copies. In Ukrainian.
Valuable source of the epoch and extremely rare edition on
this topic.

No 01
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Engravings were produced by students of the Woodcut Department of
the Kiev Art Institute under the supervision of artist Sofiya NalepinskaBoychuk (1884-1937, executed), a wife of the monumental artist
Mykhailo Boychuk. Nowadays they are first associated with the executed
Ukrainian revival.
In 1923-1924, students and teachers of the Mezhyhirya Art and
Ceramic Technical School (near Kiev) initiated a puppet show under the
direction of art critic Petro Horbenko. Among contributors were students
Dmytro Golovko, Mykola Tsivchynskyi, Ilko Zaika, also Boychukist artists
Yevhen Sagaidachny and Ivan Padalka.
The Mezhyhirya Puppet Theater used traditional elements of
Ukrainian and Russian puppetry, the Eastern shadow theater and the
folk satirical theater. Puppetry criticized priests, speculators, bourgeoisie
and rural moonshine makers. Music played a significant role in parody
productions - hopak, waltz, krakovyak and other popular melodies were
performed on stringed instruments.
Performing primarily on their local stage, creators often went
to the villages where the theater was crowned with great success. The
first performances were staged for students of various universities in
Kiev and at the Komsomol club of the Pechersk district, then in several
villages close to Mezhyhirya: Novi Petrivtsi, Petrivtsi, Valky and others.
In 1924, the Mezhyhirya Puppet Theater toured in Kharkiv which
became the last location. Soviet authorities forced contributors to cease
performances of this Ukrainian puppet theater. The booth and two sets
of dolls were preserved in the All-Ukrainian Museum Campus, created
in 1926, then were transferred to Kiev museums.
The book introduced the performing principles of the
Mezhyhirya Puppet Theater: the booth construction, the process of
performing itself, features of puppets. The author explained how to
create marionettes and how to compile a play. The text is illustrated
with 10 woodcuts depicting characters, stages of doll production and
use, and the structure of puppet stages. The edition also contains a
script of the first play performed by the Mezhyhirya Puppet Theater,
‘Holy in Paradise’, as well as bibliography listing 16 sources on puppet
theaters: Ukrainian, Belarusian, Russian.
ON HOLD
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Not found in
Worldcat.

[ U K R A I N I A N R E V I VA L ]

Revoliutsionnaia poeziia Zapadnoi Ukrainy [i.e. Revolutionary Poetry
of Western Ukraine]. Kiev: ARP, 1929. 46 pp.: ill. 17x13 cm. In original
illustrated wrappers. Covers and half-title slightly soiled, otherwise very
good.
First edition. One of 10 000 copies. The book was printed in
Russian by the Association of Revolutionary Russian Writers (ARP) to
promote this poetry among Soviet people.
The poetry collection by seven members of the literary group
‘Zakhidna Ukraina’ [i.e. Western Ukraine], an organization that operated
in 1925-1933. All members of the group were arrested and executed
by NKVD for “counter-revolutionary activity”. All of them belonged to
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the powerful Ukrainian revival, forced to
end in the 1930s.
Some
Western
Ukrainian
writers emigrated after the military
conflict with Poland in 1919. In Kharkov,
they formed their own organization in
1925, initially, as a section of a union
of peasant writers ‘Plow’. ‘Zakhidna
Ukraina’ echoed trends of Soviet
Ukrainian literature but developed
peculiar features at the same time.
In 1926, the group began to operate
independently, uniting more than fifty
writers and artists from the Western
Ukraine region. Among them were V.
Atamaniuk, D. Zagul, V. Gzhitskii, M. Irchan,
M. Kichura, M. Kozoris, O. Shmigelskii,
I. Tkachuk and others. Branches of the
organization were established in Kiev,
Odessa, Dnepropetrovsk, Poltava. The
organization was headed by Dmitro
Zahul, then by Miroslav Irchan. Its major activity was propaganda of the
Soviet rule in Western Ukraine. ‘Zakhidna Ukraina’ issued collections of
works by several writers, as well as editions of individual works.
Being one of the collections, this edition was printed with a
woodcut ‘Workers’ by V. Kasiian on the front cover. Born in Galicia, artist
Vasil’ Kasiian (1896-1976) emigrated to the USSR in 1923 and taught in
the Kiev Art Institute. In 1930, he moved to Kharkov where he took part
in the organization of the Ukrainian Printing Institute that followed the
principles of VKHUTEMAS. He designed books and posters, working in
various engraving techniques.
The foreword for this edition was written by Vasil’ Atamaniuk.
Poems were included in the adaptation by V. Kovalevskii, V. Smirnova,
B. Turganov, N. Ushakov and were supplemented by photo portraits
of V. Atamaniuk, V. Bobinskii, D. Zagul, M. Kichura. The collection was
reprinted four times in 1929-1930.
This edition contains two advertisements of books published
by ‘Zakhidna Ukraina’ and ARP.
ON HOLD
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Not found in
Worldcat.

[DNIEPER CONQUERED]

Vinograd B. Dneprostroi. Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe nauchnotekhnicheskoe izdatel’stvo, 1931. 56 pp.: ill. 20x13,5 cm. In original
illustrated wrappers. Spine rubbed with minor fragments lost, pencil
marks and underlinings occasionally, otherwise very good.
First and only edition. Very rare.
Dneprostroi meant the construction of the Dnieper
Hydroelectric Station, one of the giants of the Soviet industrializations
and the pride of the first five-year plan. It was a “powerful and unruly
river harnessed and taken in service to the proletariat”.
Since 1925, the Soviet Union has released a lot of books praising
this project on different stages. Among them are ‘Tragic Night’ designed
by S. Telingater, ‘Water Giant’ designed by S. Obolenskii, photobooks
with similar titles ‘Dneprostroi’, ‘Dniprobud’, ‘Dneprostroi and the New
Zaporizhzhia’ designed by N. Mishchenko, G. Epifanov, M. Kirnarsky,
et al., various children’s books, including four editions of Marshak’s
poems ‘War with the Dnieper River’, excursion guides and numerous
technical bulletins. Impressive images of the dam were included in
almost all editions and ephemera devoted to triumphal successes of
industrialization.
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This book was printed a year before the construction was
finished. Through text and photographs, it overviewed the preconstruction history of the place, projects of the dam and process itself,
shock-workers and their machines, separate parts of the station and
complementary facilities. Special attention was paid to Sotsgorod #6
(now Zaporizhzhia city) which was a residential district for workers.
A small Alexandrovsk town was rebuilt in the constructivist urban
planning by architects V. Vesnin, N. Kolli, G. Orlov, V. Lavrov. This
construction began in 1929 and should have become a city of the
future. The book features some constructivist components of this place:
House of Workers of Dnieper Industrial Combinat, kitchen-factory,
Administration of the main engineer of Dneprostroi.
ON HOLD

04

[UKRAINE IN THE 1930S]

SSSR. 1936 [i.e. The USSR. 1936]. Photo-album. [68] pp.: photos. 25,5x34
cm. Leather covers tied with a string. Fine.
The travel album of Czech professor Ilek Bohuslav who
traveled to USSR in July of 1936 with Intourist. The album includes the
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photographs and postcards bought on the way and dedicated mostly to
the southern part of USSR, Georgia and Ukraine, including Crimea.
There’s a certain design in the album, the colorful lines are
added to underline the certain photo compositions.
Every chapter is dedicated to one city and often starts with the
Intourist postcard.
The cities are Leningrad, Moscow, Rostov, Kharkiv, Ordzhonikidze
(Vladikavkaz), rural Caucasus, Tbilisi, Batum, Yalta, Sevastopol, Odessa.
Most of the photos are of architecture with the particular detail to the
newly built constructions and the churches.
The images include the horse carriage next to a constructivist
building in Leningrad, street parades and children’s handmade
decorations in Moscow, the ethnographical photos in Vladikavkaz
showing the locals, also different locals in Tbilisi, including the image
of the monk, the captain of the ship that took the traveler from Batumi
to Yalta (Crimea), the beach dwellers in Crimea and Odessa, the shoerepairer in Yalta, the image of the food court inside of the church in
Livadia (Crimea), the images of port workers in Sebastopol, church
sermon in Kiev.
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The typescript summary of the trip is included at the end of the
album in Czech.
ON HOLD
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The only copy is
located at the
University of
Central Missouri.

[ R E D S T E A M S H I P S T O R E D WAT E R B O D I E S ]

Buduemo paroplavy [i.e. Let’s Build Steamships] / Text by Zelenko,
illustrations by M. Kotliarevs’ka. [Kiev]: DVOU Molodyi Bil’shovyk, 1932.
16 pp.: ill. 16,5x23 cm. In original illustrated wrappers.
In Ukrainian. Very rare.
Striking children’s book praising Soviet steamer construction.
1920-1930s children’s books about vehicles are particularly interesting.
Artists of ‘productive books’ explained to young readers how automobiles,
ships, tanks, tractors, submarines, airplanes and airships operate and
move. It became more important in the industrialization period when
the Soviet Union built new factories, dams, produced new types of
machines and applied them to the everyday life of Soviet people. This
is the story of how a shipyard builds a steamship and different workers
contributed to the process. Illustrations include numerous details:
elements of ships, people involved, socialist slogans and machines
used. Despite that, the pictures aren’t overloaded, thanks to three-fourcolor images. People and things were depicted in a simplified way and occasionally - even schematically. Two steamship names were indicated:
Ukraine and Lenin.
The book was designed by Ukrainian artist Maria Kotliarevs’ka
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(1902-1984) who mainly preferred linocut and woodcut techniques.
In 1922-1927, she studied in the Kharkiv Art Institute under famous
Ukrainian graphic artists Vasyl Yermylov, Oleksii Marenkov, and later in
the workshop of Ivan Padalka, whose teaching method was identical to
the system of M. Boychuk’s school. Since 1927, Kotliarevs’ka participated
in art exhibitions. In the 1930s, she designed more than 50 books, among
them were Ukrainian classics and works by contemporary writers. Her
works combined drawn and typesetting elements. During World War II,
Kotliarevs’ka lived in the occupied Dnepropetrovsk (now Dnipro) and
created a portrait of Hitler to Nazi authorities (probably, caricaturist).
When the war was over, she was arrested and imprisoned for 6 years.
After she was released, Kotliarevs’ka continued creating engravings, in
particular bookplates.
ON HOLD
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EARLY SOVIET POLITICS &
PROPAGANDA
06

Worldcat doesn’t
track this edition.

[ANTI-MONARCHIST EROTICS]

Tsarskie amury. Tainye pokhozhdeniia Alisy. Liubovnik gvardeets Orlov.
‘Nika Milusha’ i Grisha [i.e. Royal Cupids. Secret Adventures of Alice. Lover
Guardsman Orlov. ‘Nika Milusha’ and Grisha]. Petrograd: Svobodnaia
Rossiia, [1917]. 16 pp. 25x17 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. In very
good condition, spine restored, stains on the last leaf.
Very rare anti-monarchist lubok published between February
and October Revolutions of 1917. The printer’s information had
announced issue #2 to be published in the following week, but there is
no evidence it did happen.
In 1917, plenty of anti-monarchist, anti-Romanov literature
was dropped on the reader: ‘Autocratic Headsmen’, ‘Love Affairs of
Nikolai Romanov’, ‘How the Tsar and the Ministers Sold Russia’, ‘The Tale
of Grisha the Rasputny, Stupid Ministers and the Supreme Court’, etc. It
was entertainment, even erotic commercial literature that was sold out
immediately and enthusiastically spread among the Russian folk. Such
editions became flawless propaganda denouncing previous leaders
and decreasing the interest in traditional autocratic rule in general.
So-called ‘rasputiniada’ - all printed matters devoted to the
ruinous influence of Grigorii Rasputin - was created by both right-wing
and left-wing public figures. At the forefront, a blasphemous ‘Akathist
to Grishka Rasputin’ was placed. It was printed on pages of central
and provincial periodicals, and came out as separate ephemera with
different designs. Crowds eagerly pounced on them, being attracted
by catchy titles. Despite the relative freedom of the revolutionary
times, some editions were forbidden to be issued because they were
offensive or disgusting by accepted standards of morality and decency.
Contemporaries were saying: “The mood of the people was unserious,
they talked little about business, they read more about the amorous
adventures of the tsars and ‘Akathist to Grishka Rasputin’. This literature
was abundantly delivered by our own young people who lived in the
city” and “soldiers didn’t read at all, some of them were leafing through
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lubok brochures like ‘Secrets of the Tsarskoye Selo Palace’ and so on”.
Scandalous rags published various suspicious “documentary matters”
and some of them were undeniable fakes. Rasputiniada was successfully
staged and filmed soon after the February Revolution (Kolonitskii, B.
The Tragic Erotica: Images of the Imperial Family in the Years of the
First World War).
This lubok describes love affairs of the last Emperor of All
Russia Nicholas II, or Nika-Milusha as the Russian satire named him,
with his mistresses - ballet dancers Mathilde Kschessinska and Maria
Labunskaia, as well as relations of empress Alexandra (Alisa) with her
favorites: commander Alexander Orlov and “holy man” Grigorii Rasputin.
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Orlov is considered the real father of the only son of the empress while
the unlimited power of the illiterate Rasputin became the main thing
that discredited the reputation of the Romanov dynasty.
The front cover features naked Kschessinska, Alisa and
Labunskaia who were depicted in the style of a sculpture ‘Three Graces’
with names on belts. The back cover shows a similar caricature of
Nicholas, Orlov and Rasputin in clothes but with names on belts as
well. A bottle of vodka sticks out of Nicholas’ pocket.
An extremely interesting source on contemporary propaganda
that was spread through poor-quality editions of scandalous nature.
$950
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[ M Y S T E R I O U S S U RV I VA L O F T H E T I M E - R E M I N I S C I N G
T R O T S K Y, Z I N O V I E V, K A M E N E V, E T C . ]

Worldcat shows
copies of the
edition at the Ohio
State University,
Duke University
Libraries, and
University of North
Carolina at Chapel
Hill.

Lunacharsky, A. Velikiy perevorot. Ch. 1 [i.e. The Great Upheaval. Part 1
of 1 Published]. St. Petersburg: Grzhebin, 1919. 100, [12] pp. In original
illustrated publisher’s wrappers. Small tears of spine and edges, bottom
fragment of spine lost, otherwise very good and clean.
Scarce. First edition. Apparently, the first book printed as a part
of a series Letopis revoluistii [i.e. Chronicle of the Revolution] by the
publishing company of Zinovii Grzhebin (1877-1929). After moving
to Berlin in 1921, the publisher continued issuing the series, which
included works by counter-revolutionaries. As a result Lenin prohibited
the import of Russian books from abroad thus causing Grzhebin’s
bankruptcy.
An extremely interesting book of memoirs written by the
first Bolshevik Soviet People’s Commissar Anatoly Lunacharsky (18751933).Printed at the height of the Russian Civil War, the edition focuses
on Vladimir Lenin, Julius Martov, Leon Trotsky, Grigoriy Zinoviev, and
Lev Kamenev, who the author christens as the heroes of the October
Revolution. The book is particularly important as during Stalin’s rule all
of the aforementioned politicians except for Lenin were viewed as the
enemies of the Soviet state and either assassinated or executed by the
decision of the court (excluding Martov, who died from health problems
in 1923). In the following years, the Communist regime launched a
massive anti-campaign directed against the ‘heroes turned enemies’ and
ordered destroying any type of printed material that mentioned their
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names. The book represents a mysterious
survival of the time for a number of reasons:
first, for praising the ‘traitors’ and second,
for omitting Stalin’s name from the list of
the heroes of the revolution.
This story of the participant and
eyewitness of the October Revolution
consists of six sections: My past in the party,
Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, Lev Davidovich Trotsky,
Grigoriy Ovseevich Zinoviev (Radomyslski),
Lev Borisovich Kamenev (Rozenfeld), and
Julius Osipovich Martov (Tsederbaum).
Interestingly, the author provides the born
names of the last three party activists but
chooses to refer to Lenin (Ulyanov) and
Trotsky (Bronstein) by their pseudonyms.
Lunacharsky offers an overview of his
revolutionary past from the early years
and traces the Russian revolutions through
his memoirs about the prominent party
members. The reminiscences are replete
with the author’s personal impressions and experiences with the
protagonists, which make the narrative particularly engaging and draw
the image of the heroes as seen through the eyes of their comrade.
For example, while comparing Lenin with Trotsky, Lunacharsky states:
‘There are sides in which Trotsky undoubtedly surpasses him (Lenin): he
is more impressive, he is brighter, he is more active’. It is also important
to note that the author was considered one of the leading biographers
of Lenin, and this book features Lunacharsky’s first-ever essay on the
founding head of the Soviet Russia.
The book was initially conceived as a four-volume work;
however, Lunacharsky managed to write only an introductory chapter
entitled and characteristics of several of the most prominent leaders of
the revolution. Due to the unknown reasons, the edition never saw the
continuation.
The book gained widespread success and took its place among
the most talented testimonies of contemporaries about the October
Revolution, its organizers, and leaders. Reviewers of that time noted the
richness of the book with facts taken ‘not from literature, but from life
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itself’, as well as ‘the experienced hand of the artist and the sharp gaze
of the keen observer’ (Kniga i revolyutsiya [i.e. Book and Revolution]
1920, no. 3-4, p. 25).
The edition was printed in the publishing house founded by
the Russian publisher Zinovii Grzhebin in 1919 and headed by Maxim
Gorky. Lunacharsky’s ‘The Great Upheaval’ is one of the first books
printed in the publishing house. In 1921, Grzhebin emigrated to Berlin,
where he published books under contract to the Soviet government,
despite allegations of cheating. After publishing a series called Letopis
revoluistii, which included works by counter-revolutionaries Julius
Martov, Viktor Chernov, and Nikolay Sukhanov, Lenin prohibited the
import of Russian books published abroad thus signing the professional
death of Grzhebin. Zinovii was also the founder of the satirical magazine
Zhupel’ [i.e.Bugbear] (1905-1906) and the publishing house Shipovnik
[i.e. Rosehip] (1906-1922).
Overall, a mysterious survival of the time.
$750
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[ T H E S O V I E T U N I O N I N H O P E S O F D E E P E N I N G D I P L O M AT I C
R E L AT I O N S W I T H T H E G R E AT B R I TA I N ]

No copies found in
Worldcat.

Kamenev L.B. Anglo-sovetskiy dogovor i S.S.S.R [i.e. Anglo-Soviet Treaty
and the USSR]. Leningrad: Gos. izd., 1924. 38, [1] pp. In original publisher’s
wrappers. Upper inner corner of front cover lost, some soiling, tear of
outer edge throughout copy, otherwise very good.
Scarce. First edition.
Text of the speech delivered by the prominent Soviet politician
Lev Kamenev (1883-1936) at a party gathering in Leningrad (1924) and
dedicated to the Anglo-Soviet treaty of 1924.
During Vladimir Lenin’s final illness in 1923 - 1924, Lev Kamenev
served the role of the acting leader of the USSR, forming a triumvirate
with Grigory Zinoviev and Joseph Stalin. The latter subsequently turned
against his former allies and ousted Kamenev from the Soviet leadership.
Lev was arrested in 1935 and made a chief defendant in the 1936 Trial
of the Sixteen (a series of show trials against Trotskysts), which marked
the start of the Great Purge. Kamenev was found guilty during the show
trial and executed in August 1936.After his death, the Soviet authorities
launched a massive anti-campaign against the politician: Kamenev’s
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works, as well as writings mentioning his
name, were removed from circulation and
vigorously destroyed. This book represents a
rare survival of the time.
Following the October Revolution
of 1917, Great Britain, together with other
European countries, severed all ties with
the new Soviet government. It was not until
1924 that the newly-elected government of
Great Britain headed by Ramsey MacDonald
decided to establish diplomatic relations
with the USSR and recognized the Soviet
state.
From April 14 to August 12, 1924,
London hosted an Anglo-Soviet conference
in the course of which the two countries
developed general political and trade
agreements. According to the former, Great
Britain provided the USSR with a loan on
the condition that the Soviet government
partially satisfies the claims of British
subjects on the pre-war debts of the tsarist regime and the parties
conduct negotiations on war debts and counter-claims of the USSR.
The trade agreement recognized the Soviet monopoly of foreign trade
and considered the mutual application of the principle of most favored
nation. Both treaties, signed on August 8, 1924, were supposed to come
into force after their ratification by the legislative bodies of the USSR
and England.
This speech by Lev Kamenev was delivered on September 6,
1924, at a party gathering in Leningrad. The meeting took place just
a couple of months before the newly-elected Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom, Stanley Baldwin, refused to ratify the treaties in the
light of the massive anti-Soviet campaign (the USSR was accused of
trying to organize a revolution in England).
In the speech, the author touches upon a variety of topics
related to Anglo-Soviet relations and provides a unique insight into
the specifics of the agreement as seen through the eyes of the Soviet
politician. Kamenev underlines the importance of the treaty and the
fact thatthe strongest European country expresses its full confidence in
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the Bolsheviks.Interestingly, in spite of the agreement, the author draws
Ramsey Macdonald in the light of an enemy who agrees to provide the
USSR with the loan because of the financial profit (percentage from the
loan) and the fear of an uprising on the part of the opponents. According
to Kamenev, the United Kingdom, together with the United States and
France, seeks to undermine Soviet rule by orchestrating the August
Uprising in Georgia (aimed at restoring the independence of Georgia),
intervening in China, and proposing the Dawes Plan to oppress German
proletariat. The author denies the absolute necessity of the loan for
the USSR; yet, he underlines its important role in the development of
the Soviet Union, which should be directed at pushing back an alleged
bourgeois alliance.
Overall, an interesting document of the time when the USSR
was awaiting ratification of the Anglo-Soviet treaties.
$750
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Worldcat shows
copies of the
edition at
University of
Albany, Stony
Brook University,
Princeton
University,
Pittsburgh
University,
University of North
Carolina at Chapel
Hill, University of
Washington
Libraries,
University
of Berkeley,
and Stanford
Universities.

[ A C O L L E C T I O N O F A R T I C L E S B Y S TA L I N ’ S C L O S E S T A L LY ]

Bukharin, N. Ataka [i.e. Attack]. Moscow: Gos. izd-vo, [1924]. In original
publisher’s wrappers. Uncut. Fragments of spine and front cover lost,
few stains on front cover, otherwise very good and clean internally.
Scarce.
One of the most important theoretical works by Stalin’s closest
ally Nikolay Bukharin (1888-1938). Marxist philosopher and prolific
author on revolutionary theory, Bukharin was the chief associate of
Stalin ousting Trotsky, Grigory Zinoviev, and Lev Kamenev from the
party at the 15th Communist Party Congress in December 1927. From
1926 to 1929, Bukharin served the role of the General Secretary of
the Commintern’s executive committee. However, Stalin’s decision to
proceed with collectivisation drove the two allies apart, and Bukharin
was expelled from the Politburo in 1929. Arrested in February 1937,
Bukharin was charged with conspiring to overthrow the Soviet state.
After a show trial that alienated many Western communist sympathisers,
he was executed in March 1938. From the late-1930s, the Soviets
launched a massive anti-campaign against the politician: Bukharin’s
works were banned and vigorously destroyed.
In his autobiography, Nikolay Bukharin referred to the
collection Ataka [i.e. Attack] as one of his most important theoretical
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works. For the most part, the articles were
compiled abroad, where Bukharin fled to in
1910 to avoid hard labour in court after exile
to Onega (Arkhangelsk).
The edition is dedicated to the
younger sister of Vladimir Lenin, Maria
Ulyanova (1878-1937), together with whom
the author worked in the Russian and Soviet
newspaper Pravda [i.e. Truth]. In the late
1920s, Bukharin, the editor of the newspaper,
wrote in one of the articles: ‘The Stalinist
regime is no longer acceptable to our party’.
Nikolay was accused of being head of the
right opposition and removed from Pravda
together with his assistant Maria.
The book includes a number of
articles dedicated to the following 11 topics:
Bohm-Bawerk’s theory of subjective value,
theoretical conciliation, political economy
without value, liberal socialism theory,
Mr. Strune’s tricks, theory of proletarian
dictatorship, the formulation of problems in the theory of historical
materialism, Emmanuil Enchmen’s theory of new biology, world
revolution, bourgeois and proletarian revolutions, Lenin as a marxist,
and draft program of the Communist International.
The articles presented in the collection are characterized with
polemical nature. Almost all of the writings were previously published in
Russian Marxist journals printed abroad until 1917. Bukharin’s criticism
is directed both at foreign and Russian theoreticians and scientists:
Mikhail Tugan-Baranovsky, Bohm-Bawerk, Ivan Pavlov, etc. The author
referred to the former, a representative of the Austrian economic school,
as the most powerful enemy of the Marxist doctrine. Alongside with the
theory of value designed by Baranovsky, Bukharin denounces the theory
of subjective value and marginal utility developed by Bohm-Bawerk,
whose lectures Nikolay diligently attended during his stay in Vienna.
Especially interesting is the article about the noted Russian scientist
and one of the most vigilant opposers of the October Revolution
Ivan Pavlov (1849-1936). Bukharin acknowledges Pavlov’s immense
scientific contribution, yet advises him to stay in his lane and refrain
from commenting on things the scientist doesn’t understand (such as
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Pavlov’s protest against destruction of cultural and scientific values
by ignorant communists). Pavlov, who spent most of his life criticizing
the Soviet rule, accepted the Communist regime a few years before his
death. The scientist was soon hailed as the embodiment of Soviet spirit
with Bukharin commenting: ‘Pavlov is ours entirely, and we will not
give him to anyone’. The edition also includes articles about Lenin, the
author’s greatest inspiration, with whom he met while living abroad.
Overall, an interesting evidence of the time when Nikolay
Bukharin was still considered the chief ally of Joseph Stalin.
$750
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[ M A R X I S T L I T E R AT U R E F O R T H E E N G L I S H - S P E A K I N G
P O P U L AT I O N O F T H E U S S R B Y T H E V I C T I M S O F T H E G R E AT
PURGE]

Worldcat shows
copies of the
edition at Yale
University Library,
Florida Atlantic
University,
University of
California, Davis,
and Stanford
University.

Kanatchikov, S. The Revolt on the Armoured ‘Cruiser Potemkin’. Moscow:
Co-operative publ. soc. of foreign workers in the USSR, 1932. 32 pp. In
original illustrated publisher’s wrappers. Minor stain on outer edge of
pages throughout copy, spine slightly rubbed, otherwise very good and
clean.
First English edition. Scarce. Translated by the schoolteacher
and socialist William Wheeldon (1893-1937) from the original Russian
Vosstaniye na bronenostse ‘Potemkin’ [late 1920- early 1930s].
A vivid example of the Soviet propaganda directed towards
foreign population of the USSR in the early 1930s. Both the author
of the book, Semen Kanatchikov, and the translator, William Wheeldon,
became the victims of the Soviet repressions and were executed during
the great purge five years after the book was published.
The Revolt on the Armoured ‘Cruiser Potemkin’, was issued by
the Co-operative Publishing Society of Foreign Workers in the U.S.S.R. in
1932. The publishing house was entrusted with distributing ideological,
Marxist-Leninist, educational, fiction, and reference literature among
foreign workers, specialists, and students in the Soviet Union. The Cooperative was founded in 1931 and existed until 1963, when it was
reorganized into Progress and Mir[i.e. The World] publishing houses.
Among the books printed by the Co-operative were: The Soviet Law
on Marriage (1932), The World Crisis and the War Danger (1931) by N.
Rudolf,Imperialist War against the Toiling Masses, the Toiling Masses
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against Imperialist War(1933) by K. Zetkin, The Architect of Socialist
Society (1934) by K. Radek, etc. The present edition represents one of
the first books issued by the publishing house.
The original Russian text of Vosstaniye na bronenostse
‘Potemkin’ was written by the Bolshevik activist Semen Kanatchikov
(1879-1937) in the late 1920s - early 1930s. Following the October
revolution, the author was involved in the educational and literary
activity. In the late 1920s, Kanatchikov served the role of the editor
of Krasnaya Nov’ [i.e. Red Virgin Soil] and Proletarskaya revolyutsiya
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[i.e. Proletarian Revolution] magazines. One of the organizers of the
Communist University of Ya. M. Sverdlov, Semen was arrested and
executed in 1937. From April 1938, he was included in the list of persons
whose works were subject to unconditional withdrawal from libraries,
making The Revolt on the Armoured ‘Cruiser Potemkin’ a rare survival of
the time.
The text was translated by another victim of the Great Purge
William Marshall Wheeldon. Will, who opposed WWI, joined the No
Conscription Fellowship in 1915 and was charged with ‘wilfully
obstructing police officers in the execution of their duty’ and sentenced
to a month’s imprisonment. Unable to get work as a schoolteacher at
the end of the war, in 1921 William left the USA and went to the Soviet
Union with the Friends’ Emergency and War Relief Service working
with them on famine relief in Buzuluk until 1923. In December 1929,
Wheeldon was recruited as a translator by the Executive Committee of
the Communist International (Comintern). On 5 October 1937, William
was convicted of espionage and membership of a subversive group and
sentenced to execution by firing squad on Christmas Day of 1937.
The book tells the story of the famous revolt on the armoured
cruiser Potemkin. On 14 June 1905, the sailors refused to eat the borscht
made from rotten meat partially infested with maggots. The uprising
was triggered when Ippolit Giliarovsky, the ship’s second in command,
allegedly threatened to shoot crew members for their refusal. The
mutineers killed seven of the Potemkin’s eighteen officers, including
Captain Evgeny Golikov, and headed to the port of Odessa, where they
were joined by the supporting crowd. After the confrontation with the
Tsarist troops that resulted in over 2,000 casualties, Potemkin set out to
sea. On June 25th, the sailors, unable to receive the needed water and
coal, surrendered to the Romanian authorities, who handed the ship
over to Russian naval officers. Most of the mutineers were either sent to
the forced labor camps or executed. The revolt, although unsuccessful,
came to be viewed as a first step towards the Russian Revolution of
1917.
Overall, a rare survival of the time.
$950
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BOOK DESIGN

11

No copies
according to the
Worldcat.

[DESIGN BY RUVIM MAZE]

Kerzhentsev, P. Organizuy samogo sebya [i.e. Organize Yourself]. Moscow:
[Molodaya gvardiya], 1925. 96pp.: tables. 20.3x14.3 sm. In original
illustrated publisher’s wrappers by Ruvim Mazel (1890-1967). In good
condition. Loss of the small fragment at the lower right corner of the
front wrapper, tears of the spine, foxing.
Second enlarged edition. First edition published in 1923.
Scarce. Wrapper design by the Soviet artist and graduate of the Munich
Academy of Art, Ruvim Mazel (1890-1967).
Dedicated to the problem of time-management, this book
was written by Platon Kerzhentsev (1881-1940), one of Proletkult’s
leading theoreticians and the founder of the mass social organization
“The League of Time” (later The League of Scientific Organization of
Labour). The World War I, revolution and civil war had caused a dramatic
drop in industrial production in Russia. The situation worsened even
further when many workers returned to their native villages in order
to participate in the redistribution of the large estates (the general
number of workers in industries declined from 2.6 million in 1917 to
1.1 million in 1920). A drastic fall in labor productivity was accompanied
by the reduced labor-discipline flowing from the unbearable living
conditions during the civil war. With the industrialization underway, the
labor effectiveness became a major concern for the authorities.
Against this background, the early 1920s witnessed a
proliferation of efficiency-worshipping organizations, among which
“The League of Time” (alongside CIT) held particular place. The
organization was founded at the initiative of Platon Kerzhentsev in July
1923 and was intended to promulgate NOT (Scientific Organization of
Labor) and enforce the socialist time discipline. The League eagerly
scolded “tardy embezzlers” of time and unleashed a storm of criticism
against lateness and bad organization: NOT, - wrote Kerzhentsev, teaches how to achieve maximum effect with minimal expenditure
of effort and money”. Over the course of time, campaign for efficiency
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migrated from the realm of production into the larger arena of everyday
life: at its height the Time League included some twenty-five thousand
members (including Gastev, who later became Kerzhentsev’s main
opponent, and Meyerhold who Kerzhentsev vigorously criticized in his
work “A Theatre Alien to its People” (1937). Meyerhold’s theatre was
shut down a year later) with Lenin and Trotsky as honorary officers.
Although the organization was suddenly disbanded in 1926, still “The
League of Time” proved to be an important chapter in the study of timemanagement and selforganization.
This one of the most important books by Platon Kerzhentsev
provides an interesting insight into the means of self-organization of
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the 1920s “new Soviet person” and offers a detailed information on how
to achieve labor efficiency in minimal time: “Organizing yourself means
developing such methods of work, such a way of life that all your work
goes with maximum success” (P.K). The edition consists of three sections:
Organize yourself, A Battle for time; How to read a book and, as stated
in the introduction is mainly directed at youth. In the first chapter, the
author elaborates upon different stages of work organization: creating
a plan, defining a goal, setting priorities, matching work with time,
documenting results, self-control at the end of the day, organizing a
comfortable working/studying environment, etc. In the second chapter,
Kerzhentsev pays particular attention to the phenomenon of time,
which “we have never appreciated” (P.K) and encourages students to
master the sense of time to such extent that they can tell how many
minutes they had spent on reading a book without looking at watch. To
win the battle for time, the author suggests to minimize a number of
holidays throughout the year, to systemize sleeping schedule, to keep
a record of the time one spent or is planning to spent on different
activities (with samples included), etc. The final chapter of the edition
provides information on the “art” of book and newspaper reading and
offers guidelines on how to achieve efficiency in the process.
The book includes Kerzhentsev’s famous article “Vremya stroit
aeroplany” [i.e. Time Builds Airplanes] which was published in Pravda
on July 18, 1923. The article became a prerequisite to the creation of
“The League of Time”.
ON HOLD
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The only copy is
located in the
Getty Institute.

[ FA I K TA G I R O V ]

Edschmid, K. Baski. Byki. Araby: Kniga ob Ispanii i Marokko [i.e. Basques.
Bulls. Arabs: A Book about Spain and Morocco]. Moscow: Gos. izd-vo, 1929.
234, [4] pp. 22x14 cm. In original constructivist cardboards. Restored,
slightly rubbed, otherwise very good and clean.
First and only Russian edition of ‘Basken, Stiere, Araber - Ein
Buch über Spanien und Marokko’ by one of the leaders of German
expressionism, Kasimir Edschmid (1890-1966). Foreword was written
by literary historian Ivan Anisimov.
One of 4000 copies. Very rare.
Outstanding design was produced by Faik Tagirov (1906-1978),
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a student at VKHUTEMAS at that time. Tagirov was born into a family of
Tatar artists; after his father’s death, he moved to Ekaterinburg where
contributed to an art studio of a local Proletkult branch. Returning to
Kazan, he studied in the Kazan Institute of Architecture and Art in 19231925. In this period, he designed store signs, interior for clubs, decorated
streets for revolutionary holidays, designed books and mastered Tatar
type design using Arabic script.
Tagirov was familiar with the experience of contemporary
constructivist artists. Influenced by them, he at the same time focused
on national culture. He became an active member of the TatLEF or
SULF (1923-1926) along with K. Chebotarev and A. Platunova. Lacking
its own periodical, TatLEF had made its tribune of wall newspapers and
Tagirov designed the Tatar-language posters ‘Sulf’. In his work, Tagirov
synthesized the ancient traditions of Islamic art with the techniques of
the European avant-garde, combining Arabic graphics with constructivist
aesthetics and actively using photomontage.
In 1925, Tagirov enrolled at the Printing Department of
VKHUTEMAS and started to design books in the Tatar language for the
Central Publishing House of the Peoples of the USSR. He created some
books together with Alexandra Korobkova (1905–1998), his colleague
and wife. Further creative and scientific activity of Tagirov was associated
with the type design. He stayed in Moscow where he was able to fully
implement LEF’s slogan “Art for Production”. From 1930 to 1934, Tagirov
was a postgraduate student at the Moscow Printing Institute where he
taught the course of the theory and practice of type design.
The edition ‘Basques. Bulls. Arabs’ had special resonance
among the Soviet innovators of book design, as well as their opponents.
Tagirov designed the whole layout turning it into an art object. This
fictional text underwent abundant and very arbitrary accentuation.
Using a single typeface, the designer varied fonts inside one sentence
(or even one word), made some words bold, added rulers, arranged all
components however he wanted: diagonally, in a column, sliding out of
the rest text, etc.
In all, it is a remarkable example of constructivist book design
proving that an artist of the 1920s had no limits in layout experiments.
$1,500
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Worldcat shows
copies in Princeton,
Stanford, Michigan,
North Carolina,
Cornell, Brown
Universities.

[ P H O T O M O N TA G E A N D P U S H K I N ]

Antsiferov, N. Pushkin v Tsarskom Sele (Literaturnaia progulka po Detskomu
selu) [i.e. Pushkin in Tsarskoye Selo (Literary Walk across the Detskoe Selo)].
Leningrad: Izd. Ekskursionno-lektorskoi bazy OBLONO, 1929. 55 pp.: ill.,
4 ills. 17,5x12,5 cm. In original wrappers with the organization’s mark
and lettering reproducing handwritten title. In very good condition,
pale water stains on covers, rubbed, 1920s stamps of the Central bureau
of local lore.
First edition. One of 2000 copies. Rare.
The book features an interesting example of a photomontage
organization’s mark on the front cover. It presented an excursion bureau
of the OBLONO [i.e. the Provincial Department of People’s Education].
The mark included a sloped photo of the Peter and Paul Fortress
superimposed on hammer of socialist symbol while metal structures
were placed around; a worker turning a gear was drawn under them. We
couldn’t find any reference about this mark.
The author of this book, Nikolai Antsiferov (1889-1958) was
a historian, scholar of culture and local lore. He gave lectures, led
excursions in Saint Petersburg and suburbs, wrote a large number of
guides for mass education programs. He was first arrested in 1925.
In the following fifteen years, Soviet authorities blamed, arrested and
sentenced him several times for counter-revolutionary activity. He
survived prison, exile, Solovki camp, Belbaltlag camp, Bamlag camp. Yet,
Antsiferov did return to peaceful life in 1939.
His guides were published and spread, despite the hardships
of his lifetime. This one contains a route across Tsarskoe Selo that was
named Detskoe Selo in 1918-1937. The Imperial Lyceum opened in
1811 and primarily became known as an educational institution where
young Alexander Pushkin studied. In 1918, the Lyceum was closed by
a resolution of the Council of People’s Commissars. The Proletarian
Polytechnic was located in the vacated building instead. The guide
overviewed buildings, structures and sculptures remarkable for the
area. It also includes a plan for the excursion, questions and literature
about. At the end of the book, a plan of the whole territory is printed
indicating all places of the route. The book contains four inserts with
a portrait of young Pushkin, photographs of sculptures of him and the
Liceum.
$350
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«HOW-TO» BOOKS

14

No copies found in
Worldcat.
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[ T H E F I R S T R U S S I A N M A N U A L O N TA X I D E R M Y ]

Morozov, G. Kratkoye nastavleniye k prigotovleniyu zhivotnykh dlya
kollektsiy, ili izlozheniye sposobov nabivki chuchel, preparirovaniya
skeletov i sobiraniya nasekomykh [i.e. A Brief Guide to Preparing Animals
for Collections or a Description of Methods for Stuffing Stuffed Animals,
Dissecting Skeletons and Collecting Insects]. St. Petersburg: Tip. A. Benke,
1894. 40 pp.: ill. In original illustrated publisher’s wrappers. Small
fragments of spine and covers lost, numbers in red pencil on front cover,
otherwise very good and clean.
Scarce. Fifth edition. First edition was printed in 1868. The
subsequent editions came out in 1875, 1881, 1888, 1894 (fifth), and
1902.
This is the first-ever Russian manual
on stuffing animals and dissection of
skeletons.
The author of the manual, Russian
taxidermist G. Morozov explains the necessity
of the publication and its main goal in the
preface to the fifth edition: ‘Given the lack
of specific Russian literature on stuffed
animals and skeletal dissection, I would like
to introduce beginners to the basic rules and
methods of this process’. The book consists of
six sections: How to produce skin for stuffing
stuffed animals and what tools are used?
How to stuff birds? How to stuff mammals?
About fish, Dissection of skeletons, and About
collecting and preparing insects. In this ABC
of taxidermy, the author provides a general
description of the key stages of the process
and focuses on a variety of topics, including
how to insert eyes, fix legs and beak, cleanse
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the skin of blood and other stains, how to fasten different parts of the
skeleton, etc. The book includes numerous black-and-white illustrations
showing tools used in taxidermy, skeletons, and taxidermied birds and
fish.
Overall, a rare insight into the early Russian taxidermy.
$350
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Worldcat shows 1
copy at the New
York Public Library
System.

[ABC OF MANUSCRIPT DESIGN FOR THE AUTHOR]

Gessen L. Knizhka dlya avtora ob oformlenii rukopisi [i.e. A Book for the
Author on the Design of the Manuscript]. Leningrad: Gorkom pisateley,
1934 (tip. im. Bukharina). 181, [7] pp.: ill. In original cloth binding. Very
good condition, minor stains on covers, tear of p. 147-148, stamps of
private library on t.p., p. 3, 174.
Scarce. Fourth edition. First edition published in 1928. This
fourth edition came out posthumously, two years after the author’s
death under the editorship of G. Gil’o.
One of the most comprehensive manuals on manuscript design
for the author.
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The book represents a detailed review of the key steps of
manuscript design aimed, among other goals, at minimizing publishing
costs, improving the quality of the printed material, and facilitating the
typesetter’s work. The edition consists of four main sections: Internal
structure of the manuscript, Manuscript from the outside, Graphics, and
Proofreading. Intended both for the writers (amateurs and professionals)
and editors, the book starts off with a thorough description of the
typesetting process and its various components: font, letter, typographic
measure, etc. In the following chapters, the author proceeds with the
analysis of each and every procedure of manuscript design: headings,
paragraphs, abbreviations, characteristics of the paper and its price,
compilation of bibliography, types of illustrations, photographic
originals, the process of creating ‘clothes’ for the printed material, etc.
The last section of the edition concentrates on proofreading techniques
and includes information on the basic rules of the process, compilation
of alphabetic indexes, and others. Most importantly, the text is enriched
with numerous examples that provide illustrative insights into the
practical application of the reviewed procedures.
The first three editions of the book came out in 1928, 1930, and
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1931, respectively. Compared to the previous publication, this fourth
edition includes a number of corrections, reductions, and additions.
Each of the modifications is marked in the text. The introduction
includes a list of the major corrections made to the third edition such
as additional information on job printing, illustrating editions, layout,
etc.
Lazar Gessen (1889-1932) was a pedagogue at the Leningrad
State Tekhnikum of Poligraphy, one of the first Russian technical editors
and an author of numerous publications on book design. His most
famous works include: Arkhitektura knigi [i.e. Book Architecture] (1931),
Ekonom’te bumagu [i.e. Save Paper] (1932), etc. In the last years of his
life, Gessen was persecuted for the ‘formalist’ views on the Soviet book
design and was forced to publicly apologize for the ‘wrong beliefs’:
‘Considering the cover, title, and other elements of the book more or less
formally, I did not pay enough attention to the issues of reconstructing
these elements in tune with modernity, in tune with the tasks posed by
our era’.
Overall, ABC of manuscript design for the author.
ON HOLD
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Worldcat shows
copies located
in Columbia,
Harvard, California
(NRLF), Cornell
Universities and
NYPL.

[ M A N U A L O N H OW TO D E T E R M I N E A N Y L A N G U AG E ]

Iushmanov, N. Opredelitel’ iazykov [i.e. Languages Identification Guide].
Moscow: Izd-vo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1941. 44 pp. 22x15 cm. In original
printed wrappers. Slightly rubbed, with some creases, otherwise very
good.
First and only edition. One of 3000 copies.
The earliest Soviet identification guide of world’s languages
written by eminent Russian linguist, Semitics scholar Nikolai Iushmanov
(1896-1946). He graduated from Petrograd University as an Arabist,
then taught in a range of universities. Among them was the Institute
of Language and Thinking named after N. Marr. In the 1920-1950s,
Marr’s pseudo-scientific Japhetic theory applying the class struggle
to linguistics was highly accepted by the Stalinist government. Under
Marr’s influence, Iushmanov developed some of his studies as well.
Iushmanov is considered the founder of the Russian studies of
the Arabic language, in particular, he is the author of three grammars of
the Arabic language. For the first time in Russia, he studied the Amharic
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language and the Hausa language, and proposed
an original concept for the development of the
Semitic root. Besides, Iushmanov was concerned
with international artificial languages and in
particular with the problem of global language.
This ‘Languages Identification Guide’
lists 170 languages actively used at that time
and defines indicators for almost every language,
similarities and differences within a language
family. Particularly interesting that Iushmanov
gathered information about those Soviet alphabets
that changed writing systems during the 19201930s. For example, the definitely endangered
Buryat language used Mongolian script until 1929,
Latin script until 1938 and then was switched to
Cyrillic one.
The edition includes ten tables systematizing the use of certain
letters and common combinations - or the absence of some characters
in a language. In particular, he emphasized what Yiddish letters weren’t
used by Soviet Jewry and what extra letters differ Kurdish, Pashto, etc.
from other languages using Arabic script. The table ‘Catchy features
of some languages’ shows which alphabets lack certain Latin letters;
which scripts didn’t use uppercase at all, etc.
Overall, a valuable source on changes in languages under
Soviet rule, the development of Soviet linguistics and the world’s
writing systems in general.
$850
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Worldcat shows 1
copy of the edition
at the Library of
Congress.

[ H O W T O D E C O R AT E FA B R I C S ]

Leytes, L. Metody khudozhestvennogo oformleniya tkaney [i.e. Methods for
Decorating Fabrics]. Moscow; Leningrad: Izd-vo i 1-ya tip. Gizlegproma
v L., 1947. 244 pp.: ill. In original publisher’s cardboards. Covers slightly
soiled and rubbed, few marks on pages, otherwise very good.
Scarce. First edition. One of 4,000 copies. An interesting Soviet
edition dedicated to the subject of decorating fabrics.
Published in 1947, this book represents a comprehensive study
of fabric decoration based on the author’s 20-year long practice of
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fabric design. At the time the edition was printed, the Soviet textile
industry was experiencing a leap forward with numerous textile fabrics
being put into motion across the different republics of the state. Textile
production techniques were taught at the Moscow Textile University,
where this publication might have been used as a textbook for fabric
decoration. The edition consists of 14 sections. In the first two chapters
of the book, the author underlines the importance of external decoration
of fabrics and offers 19 principles of color theory most widely applied
to the textile industry. Each of the following sections focuses on 12
main methods of fabric design: smooth dyeing, melange, calico printing,
etc. The book also offers analysis of artistic, coloristic and technological
capabilities and patterns of these methods. The edition is supplemented
with numerous black-and-white illustrations from foreign textile
editions (Melliand Textilberichte, Textile Manufacture, etc.) showing
different types of decorated fabrics.
Leo Leytes is the author of numerous editions dedicated to
the topics of textile manufacture: ‘Assortment of Woolen Fabrics Using
Chemical Fibers’ (1967), ‘Primary Processing of Wool’ (1937), ‘Woolen
Fabrics for Children’s Clothing’ (1958), etc.
Overall, the first Soviet edition on artistic decoration of fabrics.
ON HOLD
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No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ H O W T O C R E AT E N E W S PA P E R H E A D L I N E S ]

Vyazemskiy, B. Zagolovok v gazete [i.e. Newspaper Headlines]. [Leningrad]:
Lenizdat, 1947 (Tip. im. Volodarskogo). 87 pp.: ill. In original publisher’s
printed wrappers. Covers and spine partly detached from block, some
rusty stains on back cover, minor tear of spine, otherwise very good.
Scarce. First edition. One of the first Soviet works on the
typographic production of newspaper headlines written by the leading
Soviet theoretician of book production.
Written by Boris Vyazemskiy in 1947, this book represents
one of the first Soviet attempts at shedding light on the typographic
production of newspaper headlines. The edition consists of five sections:
newspaper headlines, lettering, its measurement and elements, font,
font difference in style, and headline design. In the first chapter of the
book, the author concentrates on the newspaper headlines and ‘hats’
and underlines the importance of the correlation of the two with the
content of the material. The following sections focus on typographic
means of headline design and methods of their marking. From the
typographic systems of measurement to the name of the font units, the
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book provides information on such basic elements of the production of
newspaper headlines as differences in fonts by slant, density, and line
density. A separate chapter is dedicated to differences in font styles,
which the author divides into two categories: typefaces and font series.
Here, the author offers a brief description of the most widely-used
fonts and indicates the units most frequently applied to the newspaper
design. The last section of the book, Headline Design, centers around
such topics as the size of the headline, the combination of fonts,
flags, subheading, rubrics, etc. The author provides information on the
production of each element and features numerous examples of their
proper usage. The edition is supplemented with samples and weight
tables of standard and non-standard newspaper headlines.
One of the first theoreticians of book production and design,
Boris Vyazemsky graduated from the Economic faculty of the Petrograd
Polytechnic Institute in 1919. Boris began his journalistic career
in 1923 in the Krasnaya Zvezda [i.e. Red Star] newspaper, where he
worked until 1926, first as a literary officer, then as an executive
secretary. In the following years, Vyazemsky was an executive editor
of the Smena [i.e: Shift] newspaper (1926-1931), a war correspondent
in the front-line newspapers Na strazhe Rodiny [i.e. On the Guard of
the Motherland] and Leninsky Put’ [i.e Lenin’s Path], a literary employee
in the newspaper Stalinskaya putevka [i.e. Stalin’s Pass], etc. In 1950,
Vyazemsky moved to the full-time position of
assistant professor of the department of theory
and practice of the Soviet press at Leningrad
State University. In 1969, he was transferred to
the acting head of the department of production
and design of the newspaper. He held this
position until his retirement in 1975. Vyazemsky
is the author of numerous articles and books
includingTekhnicheskoye oformleniye gazety
[i.e. Technical Design of the Newspaper], Praktika
gazetnoy korrektury [i.e. Practice of Newspaper
Proofreading], etc.
Overall, an interesting edition dedicated
to the typographic production of newspaper
headlines.
$350
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ALCOHOL: FOR & AGAINST

19

Extremely rare
with no copies in
Worldcat.

[RUSSIAN ALCOHOL PRODUCTION]

1) Ustav Kalinkinskogo pivovarennogo i medovarennogo tovarishchestva
[i.e. The Charter of Kalinkin Brewing and Mead Production Company].
Saint Peterspurg: Tip. Dzh. Iv. Shumakher, 1912. 16 pp. 21x13,5 cm. In
original printed wrappers. Small fragments of covers lost, some minor
stains and numbers of pre-revolutionary library on the front cover,
private stamp on t.p., otherwise very good and clean internally. On p.6
ink correction of the text, with stamp.
2) Ustav proizvodstvennogo kooperativa vinogradarei i vinodelov MutsalAul’skogo raiona [i.e. The Charter of the Production Cooperative of
Winegrowers and Winemakers of the Mutsal-Aul Region]. [Buinaksk,
Dagestan]: Tipo-lit. imeni E.G. Gogoleva DGIZa, [1928]. 13 pp. 17x12 cm.
In original printed wrappers. Near fine, stamps and number of private
library on blank leaf, p.1, 9, pencil marks on back cover. One of 250
copies.
3) Ustav vinogradno-vinodel’cheskogo proizvodstvennogo kooperativa
‘Gorets’ [i.e. The Charter of the Winegrowing and Winemaking Production
Cooperative ‘Hillman’]. Vladikavkaz: Tip. Krasnyi Oktiabr’, 1928. 11 pp.
17x13,5 cm. In original printed wrappers. Near fine, stamp and number
of private library on p.1. One of 100 copies.
Extremely rare with no copies in Worldcat.
Three charters of pre-revolutionary and early-Soviet alcohol
companies issued in limited printruns. One of them was published
before World War I began and ‘dry law’ prohibition was adopted in the
Russian Empire. The rest are connected with the moment when the NEP
relaxation of restrictions on alcohol trade had ended and a widespread
anti-alcohol campaign started over the USSR.
Kalinkin Brewing Enterprise was founded in Saint Petersburg
in the 1790s and was turned into a partnership producing beer and
mead in 1862. By 1914, it became the largest alcohol company in the
Russian Empire. In 1922, the enterprise was renamed after Stepan Rasin
and was leased to the Petrograd United Consumer Society (PEPO). Its
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charter is more about shares and dividends and notably differs from the
charters of non-capitalist cooperatives.
Caucasus enterprises were nationalized in 1921 after the
devastating Civil war. In the early 1920s, 10 large distilleries still
operated in Dagestan. Along with them, small handcraft wineries were
under the control of Soviet authorities if they didn’t belong to foreigners.
All winemakers were gathered into production cooperatives - a sale of
alcoholic beverages bypassing cooperatives was forbidden. These two
brochures contain charters of cooperatives located in Makhachkala and
Khasavyurt. Their texts are similar with minor distinction - the charter
of the Khasavyurt enterprise ends with names of members who signed
the original document. Just like all Soviet organizations, these coops
had goals and objectives that included productivity increase, spreading
scientific and technical inventions among members, supplying them
with machines, etc.
With the state monopoly on alcohol production and a wide
campaign against alcoholism, the situation for small businesses was
soon changed in most Soviet Republics during the five-year plan, but
Caucasian distilleries might run a little longer, due to their natural
conditions.
These brochures are important documents of the history of
Russian alcohol production in different circumstances of the 20th
century.
$500
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Not found in
Worldcat.

[ T E M P E R A N C E M OV E M E N T A L L OV E R T H E U S S R ]

1) Ustav Obshchestva bor’by s alkogolizmom [i.e. Charter of the Society
for the Fight against Alcoholism]. Moscow: Gos. Meditsinskoe izdatel’stvo,
1928. 16 pp. 14x9 cm. One of 2000 copies.
2) Ustav Obshchestva bor’by s alkogolizmom Petrogradskogo raiona [i.e.
Charter of the Society for the Fight against Alcoholism in Petrogradsk
District]. Leningrad, 1928. 16 pp. 13x9 cm. One of 1000 copies.
3) Ustav Obshchestva bor’by s alkogolizmom [i.e. Charter of the Society for
the Fight against Alcoholism]. Rostov-on-Don, 1928. 16 pp. 13x8,5 cm.
One of 2000 copies.
4) Ustav Obshchestva bor’by s alkogolizmom [i.e. Charter of the Society for
the Fight against Alcoholism]. Ul’anovsk, 1928. 14 pp. 11x9 cm. One of
500 copies.
5) Ustav Obshchestva bor’by s alkogolizmom Irkutskogo okruga [i.e. Charter
of the Society for the Fight against Alcoholism in Irkutsk Region]. Irkutsk:
Vlast’ truda, 1928. 16 pp. 13x9 cm. One of 1000 copies.
6) Ustav Vserossiiskogo obshchestva bor’by s alkogolizmom [i.e. Charter of
the All-Russian Society for the Fight against Alcoholism]. Moscow, [1929].
16 pp. 10,5x7,5 cm.
7) Ustav Obshchestva bor’by s alkogolizmom : S prilozheniem instruktsii
dlia iacheek [i.e. Charter of the Society for the Fight against Alcoholism:
Instruction for Branches Supplemented]. Moscow: Gos. Meditsinskoe
izdatel’stvo, 1929. 30 pp. 12,5x9 cm. Second edition.
8) Ustav Obshchestva bor’by s alkogolizmom : S prilozheniem instruktsii
dlia iacheek [i.e. Charter of the Society for the Fight against Alcoholism:
Instruction for Branches Supplemented]. Novosibirsk, 1929. 32 pp. 11x8,5
cm. One of 3000 copies.
9) Ustav Obshchestva bor’by s alkogolizmom : S prilozheniem instruktsii
dlia iacheek [i.e. Charter of the Society for the Fight against Alcoholism :
Instruction for Branches Supplemented]. Yaroslavl, 1930. 32 pp. 10,5x7,5
cm. Second edition. One of 1000 copies.
In original printed wrappers. Fine, stamps of a private library
and its numbers.
These very rare brochures are related to Soviet anti-alcohol
propaganda and sanitary education in the 1920s.
Prohibition started during World War I but continued by 1919
law banning the production and sale of most alcoholic beverages. It
didn’t last long and was gradually canceled during the formation of
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the NEP. A side effect of the harsh anti-alcohol campaign has been the
development of a black market for moonshine which rised into social
evil in the Civil war. Peasant farms were almost destroyed by the war
and state food tax, so the scale of cheap moonshine production and
the number of products spent on it were coming close to a catastrophe.
Young people moved to cities and spread the consumption of
moonshine to new territories. At first, it was the only spirit to be a target
for propaganda attacks in the early years of the Soviet state. During
the Civil war it was nearly as significant as the fight against counterrevolutionaries that is why Glavpolitprosvet focused on this direction
as well. In particular, V. Mayakovsky’s agit-poem ‘Kick Moonshine Out’
was published in 1923. In the early 1920s, this struggle wasn’t yet
systematic and planned but the situation changed in 1925.
In this year, the government monopoly of wine and vodka
production and permission to trade alcohol drinks were adopted “as
temporary measure” and an attempt to decrease moonshine addiction.
Large amounts of money were needed for the rapid industrialization
of the country and the mobilization of internal economic resources
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through this trade became one of the solutions. In reality, it badly
unbalanced Soviet alcohol policy and reduced the population’s health
level. The situation threatened to undermine plans to industrialize the
country. A wide campaign against alcoholism was organized in the late
1920s. It included the establishment of special medical institutions and
sanitary education of the Soviet people to prevent substance abuse.
The anti-alcoholism campaign became a part of socialist ideology, thus
political organizations were involved as well.
All state publishing houses started to issue the relevant
literature. In 1928, the Society for the Fight against Alcoholism was
formed in Moscow with its distributor to supply the provincial branches
with temperance books, brochures, magazines and posters. Often
provincial branches acted as centers on substance abuse working to
minimize the harm associated with the use of alcohol, but also tobacco
and other drugs.
Central and provincial periodicals regularly included articles on
this topic but the magazine ‘Abstinence and Culture’ (1928-1932) played
a special role. It covered measures to reduce alcohol abuse, published
medical articles, caricatures and photographs, facts and figures. The
most widespread and understandable medium for the masses became
posters; eminent artists and poets participated in the creation. Along
with print media, cinema and theater were used, exhibitions were held.
The propaganda didn’t just prohibit alcohol consumption, it offered
an alternative - a healthy lifestyle - and thus the importance of sports
events within factories and institutions hugely increased.
Nine brochures have similar contents but differ from each other
by slogans, advertisements of the magazine ‘Abstinence and Culture’.
In 1930, a win-win lottery ‘Book instead of Vodka’ was announced.
Any winner received books for the amount of the indicated prize in
Gosizdat bookstores. Its advertisement was placed on the back cover of
the Moscow imprint in 1929. Central editions also include lists of books
printed on the topic of temperance.
$1,200
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No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ P S Y C H O L O G Y O F N AT I O N A L I T Y ]

Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky, D. Psikhologiya natsional’nosti [i.e. Psychology
of Nationality]. St. Petersburg: Vremya, 1922. 38, [2] pp. In original
illustrated publisher’s wrappers. Nearly half of spine lost, minor tears of
covers, p. 3-14 detached from block, otherwise very good.
Scarce. First edition. 1 of 4,000 copies. Design by the noted
Soviet graphic artist, ceramicist, and illustrator Sergey Chekhonin
(1878-1936). Chekhonin belongs to the second generation of the World
of Art, the so-called artists who entered the union in the 1910s. Widely
known as a graphic artist and creator of propaganda porcelain, he
illustrated numerous Soviet publications and even managed to invent
a completely original way of multi-color printing on fabric.
An interesting study of the psychology of nationalities by one
of the most prominent Russian linguists and literary theorists Dmitry
Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky (1853-1920). The book came out posthumously,
two years after the death of the author.
Published in 1922, this edition deals with the topic of the
formation of psychological identity of ethnic groups and sheds light on
the ‘theory of the psychology of the national lifestyle’ developed by the
author himself. In the first passages of the text, Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky
notes the underdevelopment of the study of national differences in the
Russian Empire: ‘It is clear, firstly, that the authors often confuse the
concept of nationality with the concept of race, and, secondly, that they
often ascribe to the national psyche such features that, upon closer
examination, turn out to be not national at all’.
The book consists of four sections: The Composition of the
National Psyche, Nationality and Subconscious Mental Processes,
Principles of National Policy and National Languages, and Pathology of
Nationality.
In the first section of the book, the author poses three main
questions: 1) Is the participation of volitional elements noticeable in
the composition of the national psyche? 2) Are any elements from the
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sphere of feeling included in the national
psyche? 3) Are there any elements in the
national psyche that are subject to positive or
negative assessment from the point of view of
good and bad, virtue and vice? After analyzing
each of the aforementioned questions, the
author concludes that the national psyche
is composed of elements of an intellectual
and volitional order, which are reduced to the
psychology of methods of thinking and ways
of manifesting a delaying and acting will.
According to Dmitry, the national psyche does
not include elements of feeling, and equally,
there are no features of social origin in it that
are subject to assessment from a moral or any
other point of view (except for pathologies
that are reviewed in the last section of the
edition).
The second chapter of the book,
which deals with the topic of nationality and subconscious mental
processes, underlines the idea that a nation’s health is defined by the
unconscious and automatic life of the national psyche. The author draws
a line between the concept of nationality and products of intellectual
activity and christens Pythagorean theorem, differential calculus, the
logical law of identity, etc., as the universal achievement. The author
also highlights the importance of protecting the national psyche from
any influences that could violate its unconsciousness and automaticity.
In the third section of the edition, Dmitry Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky
sets the language as the basis of the nation’s psyche and poses the
idea that national specificity determines the peculiarities of thinking
that are formed historically. Interestingly, while defining the notion of
mother language, the author contradicts his teacher Alexander Potebnja
(1835-1891) who considered the instances of bilingualism as the
manifestation of ‘ugliness’ and denies the idea that the mix of different
mother languages hinders the process of human development. At the
end of the section, Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky proposes the principle of the
freedom of national self-determination of the individual.
The fourth and final chapter of the book focuses on the instances
when the nation’s psyche deviates from the norm. According to the
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author, the root of a nation’s pathology lies within the objectification of
the nationality and its transformation into the target of feelings. Here,
Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky singles out two main illnesses of the national
psyche, atrophy and hypertrophy, which are caused by the excessive or
insufficient manifestation of the national identity and might grow into
abnormal development of national identity, including chauvinism.
Overall, an interesting theory of the psychology of nationalities.
Dmitry Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky was an Honorary member of the
St. Petersburg and Russian Academy of Sciences. At different times,
the linguist and literary theorist studied at Simferopol men’s state
gymnasium, St. Petersburg (1871-1873) and Novorossiysk Universities
(1873-1876) as well as in Paris and Prague. A pupil and follower of
the famous Ukrainian and Russian philosopher Alexander Potebnya,
Dmitry was one of the founders of the psychological trend in literary
criticism. Importantly, Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky developed the concept of
syntactic form, the main way of manifestation of which he considered
grammatical predication.
$750
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No copies
according to the
Worldcat.

[ E R Z YA L A N G U A G E ]

Markelov, M.T. Moksherziatnen eriamo pingest [i.e. The History of Mordva].
Moscow: Tsentrizdat, 1929. 184 pp., 1 map. 22x15 cm. Original illustrated
wrappers with the strict constructivist design. Illustrated throughout
including the map of Finno-ugric speaking nations in USSR. Very good,
few tears of the spine.
The book is printed in Erzya language, spoken in Republic of
Mordovia, by nearly 100 000 people nowadays.
Extremely rare. No copies according to the Worldcat.
Tsentrizdat was the publishing house which full name
translates as ‘The central publishing house of the peoples of USSR’, it
existed from 1924 to 1931. Based in Moscow it was formed following
Lenin’s idea, articulated at the Xth party meeting, ‘to help the working
masses of the non-Russian nations [i.e. nevelikorusskim narodam] to
catch up with the Central Russia, that is ahead’. By 1931 it was printing
the periodical and non-periodical editions in 63 different languages,
using latin, Cyrillic, Arabic and Chinese scripts.
Mordvinic language has been first recorded in the late 17th
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century, and is now regarded as two separate languages, Erzya language
and Mokshan language. As they are Finno-ugric languages they have
never switched to Latin script, and the Cyrillic script was used starting
from the first abc for Erzya in 1884. The first books and newspapers
started to appear in 1920. This book is the first full account of the region
in the language of the region. The author Mikhail Markelov (1899-1937)
is the representative of Erzya people. In the 1920s he led many folklore
filed expeditions in the different areas of Mordovia to collect different
kind of spoken traditions. This was the first book by the author, he was
preparing the second one called ‘The Songs of Mordva’ for publication
in 1932, but after the smear he was arrested as a contra-revolutionary,
who was calling for the separation of Finno-ugric people from USSR.
After spending 5 years in exile and camps Markelov was executed in
1937. This book remained the only publication by the author.
$1,500
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[ I N D I G E N O U S P E O P L E S O F R U S S I A : W R I T T E N L A N G U AG E O F
EVENS]

Bespalenko, A. Bukvar [i.e. Primer]. Leningrad: Gos. uchebnopedagogicheskoe izdatel’stvo, 1945. 108 pp. 24,5x17 cm. In original
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No copies located
in Worldcat.
The only copy
of the first
edition is located
in Princeton
University.
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illustrated wrappers with cloth cover. Good, rubbed, creases and tears
of covers, rusty stains and small holes in cloth of spine, stains and small
tears of pages occasionally.
Second revised edition. One of 3000 copies.
Extremely rare primer for an Even primary school that
combined ethnic features and the ideas of the socialist construction. It
was based on works by a linguist, specialist in Tungusic languages Vera
Tsintsius (1903-1983) who developed grammars of the Even language
in the 1940s. She also was an editor of this primer.
Evens (or formerly Lamuts) is one of the ethnic groups of the
Tungusic family living in the Far East. Being known from the 18th century,
Evens called themselves “Orochons” which means “reindeer herders”
and were named “Lamuts” and “Evens” by Russians. The Okhotsk-Even
Autonomous Okrug existed inside the Far Eastern Krai in 1930-1934. Its
center became Nagaevo village that later arose into Magadan city. In
1931, some areas were taken under the control of Dalstroy to establish
Far East camps there. In 1934, Okrug was abolished.
Spreading influence of proletarian culture and ideology among
indigenous peoples, the Soviet state forced nomadic Lamuts to settle
and use the written language. It wasn’t initiated for the first time, but in
the 1930s the Even written language was re-created for mass culture:
for educational purposes, socialist slogans and songs.
Until 1932, the Even language had no
active written language: some Even texts were
written down by Russian researchers in the Cyrillic
script - for example, the Lamut-Russian dictionary
of 1925. The Latin alphabet for the Even language
was approved in 1932 at the First All-Russian
Conference on the Development of the Languages
and Writings of the Peoples of the North. In 1936, a
writing system based on the Russian alphabet was
created. Then school programs and textbooks were
developed for teaching the Even language.
This primer told children about a school
where they might have fun and study. The book
begins from simple things of daily routine and
reindeer herding and moves to science, medicine
and hygiene, literacy and printed matters, multistory concrete houses. The edition introduced
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Russian words that mirrored the life of the socialist country:
demonstration, leader of the party, revolution, shock-worker, Lenin and
Stalin, the Red Army; also achievements of industrialization: tractor and
tram, factory and machine, steamship and airplane, power station and
city.
ON HOLD

No 23
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[GLINKA & BILIBIN]

Ruslan i Lyudmila. Volshebnaya opera v 5 deistviyakh. Syuzhet zaimstvovan
iz poemy A. Pushkina. Muzyka M. Glinki [i.e. Ruslan and Ludmila. A Fairy
Opera in 5 acts. The plot is adopted from Pushkin’s poem. Music by M.
Glinka / Edited by M. Balakirev and S. Lyapunov]. Moscow: P. Yurgenson,
1906. 255 pp. 30,5x24 cm. Contemporary bright red binder’s cloth with
title in gold and decoration in color (art nouveau style) on the front
board and blind decorative border and binder’s name on the back board.
Original illustrated front cover is preserved. Endpapers are of paper
with decorative ornament. Sprinkled edges. Owner’s signature on the
title page (1909), publisher’s stamp on the title page, spine tarnished,
light rubbing to the corners of the spine, red stain on the lower edge
close to the spine. Otherwise a neat clean near fine copy.
This is a two-hand piano reduction of Mikhail Glinka’s (18041857) opera Ruslan and Lyudmila with full text by S. Lyapunov. Titlepage, contents and text in Russian and German. Original front cover is
illustrated by well-known illustrator Ivan Bilibin.
The work on the opera started in 1837 and continued for 5
years. Because of Pushkin’s death Glinka didn’t have a libretto to start
to work on opera. The premiere took place in 1842 in St. Petersburg.
Glinka’s works were mostly published by Pyotr Ivanovich Yurgenson
(1836-1904) as he was the founder of the biggest and finest Russian
music publishing house before the revolution. After composer’s death
Yurgenson bought rights to his unpublished and unknown works. In
the beginning of the 20th century he was preparing an anniversary
collection of Glinka’s compositions, and when he died in 1903 M.
Balakirev and S. Lyapunov took over preparations. Into collection they
included new reductions, both orchestral and piano (like in this edition).
Ivan Bilibin, famous for his distinctive illustrations to Pushkin’s books,
was invited to provide art work for editions of Life for the Tsar and
Ruslan and Lyudmila.
$1,000
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No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ ‘ O U R H O S P I TA L I T Y ’ I N T H E U S S R ]

Nashe gostepriimstvo [i.e. Our Hospitality]. Moscow; Leningrad:
Kinopechat’, 1926. 8 pp. In original photomontage wrappers. Restored,
rubbed, some soiling, otherwise very good.
Scarce. First edition. Wrapper design and illustrations
throughout (including photomontages) by the Soviet artist Naum
Sokolik (1897-1944). A member of the Society of Moscow Artists and
the Society of Independent Artists, Sokolik was the author of numerous
agitational and advertising posters. He also participated in the Traveling
Exhibition of the Association of Artists of Revolutionary Russia in 1931.
A brochure dedicated to one of the most favorite american
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movies in the USSR.
The 1920s was a pivotal point in the history of the Soviet film
industry: the decision to import foreign movies (as a part of the NEP
policy) into the Soviet Union resulted in Hollywood completely taking
over the Soviet market. Obsession with the Hollywood movie industry
was bolstered by the Soviet state publishing house, Kinopechat [i.e.
Cinema Press], which issued numerous booklets focusing on the popular
foreign films and movie idols. Distinguished with the masterful use of
photomontages and constructivist design, Kinopechat’s pamphlets were
issued with the print-run of approximately 20,000 copies and became
one of the most favorite ‘treats’ of the Soviet audience.
This brochure is dedicated to the famous American silent
comedy film Our Hospitality, which was released in 1923 and first
shown in the Soviet Union three years later. The comedy-drama was
inspired by the Hatfield-McCoy feud and told the story of Willie McKay
(Buster Keaton, who was also the director of the movie), who journeyed
by train from New York City to Kentucky to claim his fortune amid a
decades-old feud with the Canfield family. The movie featured three
generations of the Keaton family, Keaton himself, his father Joe (as the
Locomotive Engineer) and his infant son, alongside Buster’s wife Natalie
Talmadge (as Virginia Canfield). Gaining a huge success in the USSR,
the movie was assessed as one of the best American motion pictures
by the Soviet audience. Buster Keaton’s performance amazed millions,
including the noted Russian theatre director Vsevolod Meyerhold: ‘In
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terms of the subtlety of performance, the sharpness of the stage design,
the tactfulness of characterization and the stylistic consistency of the
gesture, Buster Keaton is an absolutely exceptional phenomenon’. The
popularity of the American actor lasted until the abandonment of the
Nep policy in 1928, when the foreign movies gradually gave way to the
Soviet motion pictures.
The brochure includes a brief description of the movie plot,
Buster Keaton’s article about his acting skills, and Nikolai Aseev’s
(Russian futurist poet and writer) analysis of the movie and Keaton’s
success, which the author links to the actor’s image of ‘Loser-optimist’.
The edition features numerous illustrations, including photomontages
and photo cartoons by Naum Sokolik. The brochure comprises ads for
the upcoming movie Mabul directed by Evgeniy Barkov in 1927, Bor’ba
gigantov [i.e. Struggle of the Giants] directed by Viktor Turin in 1926,
Chyortovo koleso [i.e. The Devil’s Wheel] directed by Grigori Kozintsev
and Leonid Trauberg in 1926, and Abrek Zaur directed by Boris Mikhin
in 1926.
Overall, an interesting evidence of the 1920s Soviet fascination
with the foreign movie industry.
$650
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Worldcat shows
copies located in
LoC, Princeton,
Columbia, Yale,
Harvard, Stanford,
Kansas, WisconsinMadison, Chicago,
New Mexico,
Michigan, North
Carolina-Chapel
Hill, Case Western
Reserve, New
York Universities,
CUNY, UC Berkeley
and NRLF, Getty
Institute, Hebrew
Union and
Brooklyn Colleges,
NYPL.

[ C H A G A L - M E Y E R H O L D - FAV O R S K Y ]

Moskovskii teatr revoliutsii. 1922-1932: Sbornik statei [i.e. Moscow
Theater of Revolution. 1922-1932: Collection of Articles]. Moscow: Izdvo Mosoblispolkoma, 1933. 221, [3] pp.: mounted photos, 10 ills. 26x18
cm. In original cardboards; illustrated endpapers. No dust jacket. Covers
rubbed and bumped, fragments of spine lost, some foxing occasionally,
binding weakened. Otherwise very good and clean internally.
First and only edition. One of 3100 copies.
Collection about the 10-year activity of the political satire
theatre written by actors and designed by VKHUTEMAS artists.
Among the last activities of Marc Chagall in Vitebsk was the
creation of stage and costume designs for the Theater of Revolutionary
Satire (Terevsat) that was closely tied with the local ROSTA Windows.
After the theater moved to Moscow in 1920 and received its own
building, Vsevolod Meyerhold became a mastermind of this troop.
He inspired the actors with his constructivist principles and staged
performances filled with an idea of human doom in the capitalist
world. In 1924, Meyerhold left this theater because of his own GosTIM.
The Theater of Revolution proceeded stagings under the direction of
Meyerhold’s successors Valerii Bebutov and Alexei Popov.
The design of this edition was produced by Vladimir Favorsky
and his first students and colleagues: Pavel Pavlinov, Andrei Goncharov,
Mikhail Pikov, Boris Grozevskii, Mikhail Tarkhanov. All of them
contributed to the formation of principles of the Soviet book design.
Internal decorations of this book were carved in the woodcut technique,
even in the same style that proves that they all developed under the
influence of Favorsky in the 1920-1930s.
The lithographic cover design was created by graphic artist
and photographer Mikhail Tarkhanov (1888-1962). Born in Ukraine, he
moved to Moscow in the pre-revolutionary period where he studied
in the Moscow School of Painting, Sculpture and Architecture together
with V. Mayakovsky and D. Burliuk, then in VKHUTEMAS under Favorsky,
V. Kandinsky and N. Kupreianov. Tarkhanov experimented working
in various techniques: woodcut, monotyping, etching, aquatint. In
particular, he designed covers of a student’s report card for the Woodcut
Department of VKHUTEMAS. He primarily designed book covers for
different publishing houses and exhibited together with prominent
avant-garde artists in 1919-1931.
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Endpapers, half-titles and the whole layout were designed
by artist and type designer Boris Grozevsky (1899-1955). He created
different endpapers featuring impressive two-color silhouettes of
actors in stage costumes. A frontispiece, title page, tailpieces and 2
illustrations on separate leaves were engraved by graphic artist Mikhail
Pikov (1903-1973). Observing literature of the past eras, he transformed
any book designing into scientific research. Both the frontispiece and
the title page show socialist people - actors, workers, demonstrators
- that were mostly depicted without faces and seem dispiriting and
intense.
Also, VKHUTEMAS student Andrei Goncharov (1903-1979),
professor Pavel Pavlinov (1881-1966) and coryphaeus Vladimir Favorsky
(1886-1964) himself provided 2 woodcuts each.
The engravings on separate leaves feature different acts
from performances of the Moscow Theater of Revolution. The list of
engravings at the end of the book contains names of actors involved,
their roles, as well as determination of acts and plays depicted. Apart
from that, the edition is richly illustrated with mounted photographs
of the first director Vsevolod Meyerhold and his successor Alexei
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Popov (directed in 1931-1935), founding members of the troop who
still worked in 1933, chief artist of the theater Ilya Shlepianov, other
contributors and pictures of productions.
The collection gathered texts about the Moscow Theater of
Revolution and its input into Soviet theatrical art by the chairman
of the RABIS Iakov Boiarskii, playwright and journalist Osaf Litovskii,
music historian Victor Gorodinskii, theatrical director Samuel Margolin
who staged performances in Yiddish and Russian. Then 11 articles were
added by the leading actors about their work in the theater.
$350
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Worldcat shows
copies of the
edition at Harvard
University, Amherst
College Library,
New York Public
Library System,
and Getty Research
Institute.

[ M AYA K O V S K Y A G A I N S T W O R L D WA R I ]

Mayakovsky, V. Voyna i mir: [Poema] [i.e. The War and the World: [A
Poem]]. Petrograd: Parus, 1917. 48 pp. In original publisher’s wrappers.
Front cover detached from block, otherwise very good and clean copy.
The first separate edition of Mayakovsky’s poem The War and
The World, which became the culmination of the author’s anti-war
pathos.
The outburst of World War I received contradictory reactions
in the Russian literature of the 1910s. In the works of Vladimir
Mayakovsky, the topic of warfare began to appear from 1914. His
poems Mama i ubityy nemtsami vecher [i.e. Mother and the Evening
the Germans Killed] (1914) and Ya i Napoleon [i.e. Napoleon and Me]
(1915) expressed the horrors of war and condemned the bloodshed. In
spite of radical approach to WWI, Mayakovsky was distinguished with
the sharp patriotic enthusiasm, which with the course of time gradually
waned. In early September 1915, Vladimir joined the Petrograd
military automobile school where he was employed as a ‘skillful and
experienced draftsman’. It was at the military school that Mayakovsky’s
will to join the frontline vanished: ‘But now I don’t want to go to the
front anymore… Soldiers are forbidden to [get published]’, he wrote in I,
Myself autobiography.
Mayakovsky’s repugnance for war culminated in the poem the
War and the World, which he started writing during his time at the
school. While working on the piece, Vladimir often visited his friend
and colleague Maxim Gorky with whom he recited new fragments. In
the end of 1915, having finished Part 3 of the poem, Mayakovsky read
it in the offices of Letopis magazine, with Gorky present. The poem and
its public renditions were banned by the Russian military censorship
committee. In No.9 issue of the magazine it was marked as one of the
works which ‘cannot be published for reasons… the editorial staff has
no influence over’. Two years later, after the overthrow of the imperial
government,Mayakovsky started publishing The War and the World in
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parts in periodicals: in Letopis(The Prologue,
Part 5, 1917, Petrograd), Chudo v pustyne [i.e. A
Miracle in the Desert] (Part 4, 1917), and Novaya
Zhyzn [i.e. New Life] (Part 3, 1917). For the first
time the poem was published as a whole in the
late 1917 by Maxim Gorky-led Parus Publishers.
Interestingly, the Futurists received the antiwar poem extremely negatively and accused
the author of having torn with all the basic
principles of the movement.
Overall, a culmination of Mayakovsky’s
anti-war pathos.
$950

No 27

28

No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ S O V I E T V E R S E S A B O U T P H Y S I C A L C U LT U R E ]

Samoylov, D. Fizkul’turnyye rifmy: [Stikhi] [i.e. Rhymes of Physical Culture:
[Verses]].Moscow; Leningrad: Fizkul’tura i turizm, 1931. 32 pp. In original
illustrated publisher’s wrappers. Near fine, partly uncut copy.
First edition. Scarce. With constructivist wrapper design. An
interesting compilation of verses dedicated to physical culture.
From the late 1920s, involvement in physical culture and
sports came to be viewed as the perfect snapshot of the New Soviet
Man and the ideal testimony of the ‘happy’ and ‘healthy’ Soviet lifestyle.
Bolshevik authorities, who approached the topic of physical education
as the basis of socialism, launched a massive sports campaign that
reached even the most distant regions of the Union. In 1931 alone,
the Soviet state allocated an estimated 21 million rubles to physical
culture and issued a decree announcing mass construction of the sport/
leisure sites across all of the Soviet republics. The sport was promoted
wherever possible: posters, television, speeches, books, press, etc.
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This edition with sharp constructivist design represents a
curious example of sports propaganda in the 1930s Soviet Union. The
book features 9 verses dedicated to physical culture and written by
the Soviet author Dmitry Samoylov. The verses, which are systemized
in accordance with two sections, Warlike Youth and A Bit of Lyrics,
promote physical culture and draw a drastic contrast between healthy
and destructive life patterns. The edition came out as a part of the
library of Fizkul’tura i sport [i.e. Physical Culture and Sport] magazine
(1922-) that was intended to fill the gap in the Soviet literature about
PE (physical education and sports).
Overall, an interesting example of the Soviet sports propaganda
published in the early 1930s.
ON HOLD
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[FIRST EDITION OF ‘‘WE’’]

Zamiatin, Ye. My [i.e. We]. New York: Izdatel’stvo im. Chekhova, 1952.
[4], XIII, 3-200 p., [3] pp. of ads. 21x14 cm. In original wrappers with
publisher’s mark and decoration. Rubbed, tears of the spine, otherwise
very good.
First complete edition in Russian. While this extremely
important dystopia had premiered in the English translation in 1924,
the Soviet Union didn’t release ‘We’ until the perestroika period, so the
publishing initiative was taken by Russian emigres.
‘We’ can be partly regarded as a mocking picture of the Proletkult
ideology led by Aleksei Gastev which called for the “mechanization” of
production methods but also thinking. In 1922, Zamyatin published an
article ‘I’m afraid’, in which he attacked Proletkult and the newly formed
reality. After that he was almost deported on one of the “philosophers’
ships”, but was saved by the influential Bolshevik, the editor of
newspaper ‘Krasnaya Nov’’, Alexander Voronsky. The same year Voronsky
wrote a wrathful article against the author’s reading of the novel ‘We’
to the selected public, setting a precedent in the history of Russian
literary criticism. For the first time, an unpublished work was trashed in
the press; later it would happen often: “I haven’t read Pasternak, but I
condemn him”.
In 1921, Zamyatin sent the manuscript ‘We’ to the Grzhebin
publishing house in Berlin and at the same time offered the novel to
the Petrograd publishing house ‘Alkonost’, hoping to release it in Russia.
The book wasn’t passed by censorship. In 1924, the novel was first
published in the English translation by G. Zilburg in New York. This was
followed by Czech (Prague, 1927) and French (Paris, 1929) translations.
An abridged version of Russian text was published in the Prague
magazine ‘Volia Rossii’ (issues 2-4 for 1927) - without the permission of
the author and in a reverse translation from the Czech text.
Meanwhile in the USSR, Zamyatin was blamed for publications
abroad and was forbidden to continue the writer’s activity. In 1931, he
begged Stalin to let him go out of the Soviet state. Thanks to Maxim
Gorky, he officially managed to emigrate. Zamyatin became the last
writer released - Mikhail Bulgakov asked for the same in 1930 but had
no success.
This is the full Russian text of the novel ‘We’ published in the
Chekhov Publishing House in 1952. In 1988, ‘We’ was triumphantly
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published in the Soviet magazine ‘Znamia’. It was officially accepted in
the USSR along with Orwell and Huxley’s dystopias.
$750

No 29
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IX

CHILDREN

30

No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ S H AC K L E TO N F O R S OV I E T C H I L D R E N ]

[Norberg, Pehr-Gösta] Norden, P. Krak i Krek [i.e. Krak and Krek]. Moscow:
Gos. izdatel’stvo, 1928. 34, [2] pp.: ill. 22x18 cm. In original illustrated
cardboards. Rubbed, stains occasionally, tears of a couple of leaves and
endpapers, blank lower corner of p. 11-12 lost, otherwise very good.
Inscription on front endpaper to a girl Olya Muromtseva from her aunt
(full name of the girl written down in pencil on t.p.)
First and lifetime Russian edition. One of 10 000 copies. Very
rare.
Russian adaptation of Swedish children’s book ‘Adelie eller den
försvunna pingvinen’ (1915) with photographs by Ernest Shackleton.
The translation of the tale by Perh-Gösta Norberg (pseud. Peter
Norden; 1880-1960) was undertaken by Ia. Meksin and M. Rosenfeld.
The Soviet children’s writer and book historian Iakov Meksin (18861943) was a notable figure in the history of Soviet children’s books.
Together with Kazan book historian Petr Dul’skii, they wrote the first
Russian study on juvenile literature ‘Illustration in Children’s Book’
(1925). In the early Soviet period, Meksin was one of the initiators of
children’s book publishing and exhibitions of juvenile literature. In
1934, he founded the first Soviet museum of children’s books, but it was
liquidated in 1938, soon after Meksin was executed. In all, he managed
to write and publish about 26 children’s books in 1926-1930.
Soviet sci-fi writer and traveler Mikhail Rosenfeld (1906-1942)
took part in translating various adventure and travel books. Apart from
that, he spent many years as a correspondent in expeditions to Central
Asia and the Arctic, as well as military actions of the Red Army near
Khalkhin Gol, in West Belarus and Baltic states.
Design of this book was created by Petr Aliakrinskii (18921961), a Soviet graphic artist, poster designer and book illustrator. He
studied in the Moscow School of Painting, Sculpture and Architecture
under A. Vasnetsov and S. Ivanov, worked in provincial theaters. After
the October Revolution, he headed the Yaroslavl ROSTA. In 1922,
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Aliakrinskii moved to Moscow where started
to contribute to periodicals ‘Krasnaia Niva’,
‘Tridtsat’ dnei’, ‘Bezbozhnik’. He illustrated
books for large publishing houses like
Goslitizdat, Detgiz and others. During WWII,
Aliakrinskii primarily produced propaganda
luboks.
This edition well-suited the
principles of Soviet photobooks of the 19201930s. It was richly illustrated with photos of
penguins and explorers taken by Shackleton
and arranged in the style of a documentary.
Shackleton’s expedition was widely covered
in Russia and the number of short secondhand accounts appeared in 1910-1918.
The first translation of Shackleton’s main
book ‘The Heart of the Antarctic’ came out
in Russian only in 1935. During the pause
between the publications, this impressive
children’s book was released.
$650
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[ R E L I G I O N A N D T H E E X P L O I TAT I O N O F C H I L D R E N I N
C A P I TA L I S T C O U N T R I E S ]

Worldcat locates
1 copy of the
edition at Stanford
University.

Elvin, I. Kak religiya blagoslovlyayet eksploatatsiyu detey [i.e. How Religion
Encourages the Exploitation of Children]. Moscow: Bezbozhnik, 1930. 37,
[2] pp. In original illustrated publisher’s wrappers. Spine and front cover
restored, ink signature on rear side of front cover, otherwise near fine.
Scarce. First edition. Wrapper design by the Soviet artist Pavel
Kuzanyan (1901-1992). A member of the Union of Artists of the USSR,
Kuzanyan studied at Tiflis Art Academy (1923-1926) and Vkhutein
under Dmitry Kardovsky. Pavel worked as a typesetter, book designer,
easel graphic artist, and painter. His designs include Russkiye poety
veka [i.e. Russian Poets of the Century] (1964), Slovo o polku Igoreve
[i.e. The Tale of Igor’s Campaign] (1965), etc.
A curious piece of Soviet anti-religious propaganda.
Written by Ilya Elvin in 1930, this book represents a vivid
example of the Soviet anti-religious propaganda that unfolded shortly
after the establishment of Soviet rule. The edition concentrates on the
two primary foes of the Bolsheviks, religion and capitalist countries.
The author, one of the most ardent advocates of atheism, starts off his
narrative with the description of child labour in the United States and
the colonies subject to foreign rule. In the following chapters, Elvin
seeks to establish the connection between religion and child abuse
and sets off schools, together with youth organizations, as the key nest
of ‘religious debauchery’. The author offers an interesting overview of
primary educational systems abroad (France, Germany, Austria, United
States of America, etc.) and draws a picture of students ‘jaded’ from
either mandatory or imperceptible religious education and propaganda.
In the text, Elvin provides excerpts from the letters of disgruntled
students and reminiscences by Soviet pedagogues whose identities
the author fails to provide (and mostly refers to as ‘one of the Soviet
teachers’). In those letters, the students express their disgust over the
forced religious education and narrate the stories when they were
bullied or physically harmed because of the refusal to attend religious
lessons. Elvin portrays the main goal of the bourgeois countries as
to ‘fool the young proletariats’ to further exploit their labour using
religion. According to the author, the West is assisted in achieving this
goal by the Mensheviks, who gradually underline the idea of each
person’s freedom in their religious beliefs. The book ends with the
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overview of the means of resisting the ‘dark forces’ and calls on young
proletariats to get rid of the religious chains.
Ilya Elvin is the author of numerous works on child labour and
anti-religious publications:Deti v plenu religii [i.e. Children Held Captive
by Religion] (1931), Tserkov’ i molodezh’ za rubezhom [i.e. Church and
Youth Abroad] (1931), Tserkov’ i voyna [i.e. Church and the War] (1934),
etc.
The book was issued by the publishing house of the Obshchestvo
bezbozhnikov [i.e. Society of the Godless], an atheistic organization of
workers that developed under influence of the anti-religious campaign
of the Soviet Communist Party from 1925 to 1947. The Society aimed
at exterminating religion in all its manifestations and forming an antireligious scientific mindset among the workers. In 1931, the Society
of the Godless reached its peak membership number and equated
5,670,000. This amount was much predetermined by the requirement of
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Komsomol members to join the Society. Its hold over the Komsomol was
reflected in the latter’s program at its 10th congress: ‘The Komsomol
patiently explains to the youth the harmfulness of superstitions and
of religious prejudices, organizing for this purpose special study
circles and lectures on antireligious propaganda’. The society occupied
the leadership role in the atheist campaign of the Communist Party
and published numerous newspapers, journals, and other materials
lampooning religion both in Russian and other languages: Bezbozhnik
[i.e. Godless] (1925-1941), Ateist [i.e. Atheist] (1922-1930), Militant
Atheism (1931), Antireligioznik [i.e. Opponent of Religion] (1926-1941),
etc. The society ceased to exist in the early 1940s when the Soviet state
decided to take a more moderate approach to religion.
$950
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Very rare with no
copies in Worldcat.

[ G O R K Y PA R K I N M O S C O W ]

Detskii gorodok Parka kul’tury i otdyha. Putevoditel’ dlia pionera i shkol’nika
[i.e. Children’s Town of the Park of Culture and Leisure. Guide for Young
Pioneer and Schoolchild]. Moscow: Mosreklamspravizdat, 1930. 48 pp., 1
folding plan, 1 loosely inserted questionnaire, 1 inserted advertisement.
15x10,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Covers detached from the
text block (with tear around the staple) and slightly soiled, two small
stains on the outer edge of the front cover and some pages, a small hole
in the last leaf, otherwise very good and clean internally.
Very rare with no copies in Worldcat.
This guide is related to the main place for recreation and
entertainment of Moscow children under 16 years old in the 1930s.
Moscow Central Park of Culture and Leisure was opened
in 1928. In various periods, the design of the park was carried out
by Konstantin Melnikov, El Lissitzky and Alexander Vlasov. The place
quickly became a public space for the leisure of millions of people. In
1929-1937, Betty Glan was the director of the park and this period is
considered the golden era of the park when it was a “cultural combine
for remaking consciousness”.
For children, the whole territory of pavilions, playgrounds and
fields was created in the very beginning. It was more than a club and
more than a city park. Every child brought a school pass and document
from a living building committee - and received a coupon instead.
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Employees marked the coupon when a child visited certain playgrounds
or used some things and equipment. Thus, the coupon determined the
location of every child. The Town worked every summer day and offered
free entry for kids under 12 years old.
Physical culture playgrounds of the Children’s Town were
available for visitors over 11 years old. There were fields for playing
volleyball, basketball, gorodki, etc., swing sets and slides, also an area
for mass games, dances and demonstrations. The pavilions contain a
library, canteen, lecture hall, music room, theater, technical department
for joinery, metalwork, radio engineering and aeromodelling. A physician
served there, sun and water therapy were organized.
On the Golitsynsky pond, children rode wooden boats under
the supervision of a lifeguard. The Moskva River was the “blue alley
of the park” - thousands of swimmers visited the water station during
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a season. It was possible to rent a canoe, kayak or an inflatable. There
were wooden stands for spectators of water carnivals and competitions
held. A 500-meter long children’s railway ran across the park until it
was dismantled in 1939.
The guide comprises information on every part of the Children’s
Town and working hours for them are also provided. A folding plan
of the territory is inserted and indicates all components. Apart from
them, the guide contains advertisements of children’s book series and
communist educational courses. Extremely rare that a loosely inserted
questionnaire for a visitor is still preserved.
$1,200

33

No copies at the
Worldcat.

[ M A K E A PA R K F O R C H I L D R E N Y O U R S E L F ]

Gliazer, S.V. Detskie sady i parki: Prakticheskie materialy po oborudovaniu,
oformleniyu i organizatsii dosuga v detskikh parkakh, sadakh, skverakh i
na ploshchadkakh [i.e. Children’s Gardens and Parks: Practical Materials
on Equipment, Decoration and Organization of Children’s Leisure Time in
Parks, Gardens, and Playgrounds]. [Moscow]: izd. i f-ka iunosheskoi knigi
izd-va «Molodaia gvardia, 1937. 114, [6] pp.: ill. 27x17 cm. In original
illustrated cloth binding with blind and faded gilt lettering. Near fine,
some light rubbing, a couple of pencil underlinings.
First and only edition. One of 10000 copies. Rare.
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This remarkable book about creation of children’s parks
intended for organizers and workers of such parks, playgrounds,
‘organizers of children in squares and boulevards’, etc. Most of attractions
and constructions from the book can be build in the city and village,
even in pioneer summer camp. The edition is richly illustrated with
drawings and plans for visibility providing us with an amazing material
to study.
The book consists of several chapters: Planning of children’s
park, Equipment of the park, Attractions, Decoration, Sports,
entertainment and games. At once the author says «All sorts of planning
and standard projects of children’s parks will only be harmful. On the
site it is always clearer what can be more interesting for children,
what and where to build...» (which sounds unusual for 1937 in Soviet
Union where everything should be planned and according to the rules
of the mighty). The idealism of this book («At every step in the park
kids should meet wonderful surprises») echoes the idealism of the
era. People were still very enthusiastic about building communism, for
example the Stakhanovite movement just appeared in 1935. Soviet
people were eager to build and organize themselves and their children.
Besides lacking entertainment in the past people used to invent things.
This book continue the tradition.
First thing to build in a park is a stadium for sports which can
include anything - football field, solarium, tennis and volleyball courts,
crocket field, etc. A pool should be build if there is no natural water
reservoir. The second place in author’s hierarchy take attractions which
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are better to install in one place in a shape of horseshoe. Next step
is building areas for quiet games and reading. Laboratories, shooting
galleries, theatre, preschool playgrounds are also described in the
planning section along with service blocks (canteen, buffet, first-aid
post, restrooms, etc.).
Chapter ‘Equipment’ provides plans and algorithm of building
sporting grounds including track, skating ring, basketball court, bowling
alley; among attractions to build are pole for walking by plumb, swings,
‘steep slide’, ‘flamethrower’, ‘spiralball’ and other unusual and easytobuild entertaining activities.
On designing park’s decoration the author again declares
that standard project of decoration is unnecessary because there are
many of ways to do it and one can invent whatever they like. He gives
examples on how to do it with illustrations of slightly bizarre objects
like an alcove in a shape of big scissors, or green sculpture of a dragon,
or geographical flowerbed. This was supposed to give inspiration and
ideas.
Probably the most interesting and valuable part of this book
is description of games: Chinese billiards ‘biksi’, pushball, ‘belki’ [i.e.
squirrels] - national game of the north regions, pioneerball and many
others.
Amazing how this book includes all kinds of drawings and
designs for constructing next to very attractive drawings which are
actually part of the book design. There are also a few photographs,
including a rare shot of Archimedes Club in Gorky park.
ON HOLD
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PHOTOGRAPHY
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[ P H O T O C H R O N I C L E O F T H E C O N S T R U C T I V I S T T R A M S TAT I O N ]

Zhelezo-betonnyi pavil’on-stantsiia v Mar’inoi roshche postroiki 1924-25
g. [i.e. Reinforced Concrete Pavilion-Station in Mar’ina Roshcha, Built in
1924-1925] / Photographs by N. Lebedev. [Moscow: M.G.Zh.D., 1925]. Ca.
26,5x22 cm. Sixteen mounted gelatin silver prints, each ca. 11x15 cm.
No captions. In original cloth folder with gilt lettering. Soiling of folder
and foxing on the inner side, but the leaves are near fine.
An attractive album of rare photos proving triumph of
constructivism style everywhere, even in Moscow tram stations. This
pavilion, and the most Moscow tram stations of that time, was designed
by constructivist architect Eugenii Shervinskii (1878-1942). In the mid1920s, due to the beginning of mass construction in Moscow, Shervinskii
worked in the Sanstroi (Moscow Communal Services) and Moscow
City Railways (as Department of Trams was named). For the latter, he
designed both standard and original projects of urban constructions:
houses, schools, public bathrooms, restrooms and tram pavilions. He
operated classical constructivist methods, attracting attention by
a skillion and lean-to roof and high pipes. The backside of the tram
station had a room where a department of Mosgorbank (Moscow State
Bank) was located.
The photographs became a
chronicle of construction including
pictures of the structure on different
stages, workers carrying out their duties,
surrounding buildings with signboards,
bank, tram line, waiting passengers as well
as streets and market in the background.
They were captured by Nikolai Lebedev,
a little-known photographer of Moscow
monuments and civil constructions who
contributed to state museum funds.
The pavilion was located in a
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crowded place on Aleksandrovskaia street (Mar’ina Roshcha district)
and served to three tram routes (#2, 11 and 14). One of them, lasting
to Sukharev Tower, was built in 1904 and was one of the oldest routes
of electric public transport in Moscow. Until this pavilion was opened,
there was only a tram control station (depicted with some passengers
on one of the photos as well).
Soon the city reconstruction and changes in public transport
abolished these tram lines; the pavilion wasn’t preserved.
$1,950
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[ R A R E F O O TA G E F R O M T H E L I F E O F T H E T I L E M A K I N G
FA C T O RY ]

Keramiko-plitochny zavod imeni N.A. Bulganina [i.e. N.A. Bulganin Ceramic
Tile Factory]. Moscow: 1937. 25 leaves with 47 mounted photographs,
5 charts. 29x41 cm. In original full-cloth with lettering on a mounted
metal plate. One photograph lost, otherwise very good.
A unique photo album depicting the mechanization and
experimental projects of the largest ceramic tile factory in the USSR
with extraordinary constructivist styled design.
Founded in the 1890s, this manufactory was a significant
phenomenon in the long and rich history of production of decorative tile
for the Russian houses. It was nationalized after the October Revolution
and contributed to the Soviet design until the 1990s. In the period of
great achievements and increases in output in the Soviet Union there
was a revival of the facing ceramics production. Since the 1930s the
plant had become a kind of a testing ground for the technological and
art experiments in ceramics. It was entrusted with the design of the
grandiose project of Moscow metro stations. In 1935 the factory faced
with tiles an interior of the first stage of the Moscow metro from Park
Cultury to Sokolniki, in 1950s - the stations of the triumphal Circle
line. There such an abundance of ceramic details first appeared in the
wall covering, figured panels, elements of light fixtures. The pavilions
of VDNKh, Luzhniki Stadium were decorated with the products of this
factory as well.

No 35
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The album presents the visual report of full mechanization
that occurred at each department. The captions to photographs declare
the increase in productivity and over fulfillment of quotas. Among
the photographs is also a chart of production stages for all types of
products, the examples of tile with the different patterns including
composite design.
$1,500
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[ P H O T O D O C U M E N TAT I O N O F T H E N O V E M B E R 7 , 1 9 3 8
M I L I TA RY PA R A D E I N T B I L I S I ]

Diadi okt’omberi. 1917-1938 [i.e. The Great October. 1917-1938]. Tbilisi,
1938. In original full-cloth with gilt lettering and two small photographs
(ca. 3.3x3.4cm) mounted on the front cover. Date “7 November 1938”
printed on the label and mounted on the front pastedown. Twenty-five
vintage prints ca. 9x14.3cm. Minor wear to the edges of the covers, a
couple of photos with the loss of tiny fragments at the edges. In a very
good condition.
Images by an uknown photographer.
An interesting and rare collection of photographs bringing
to life the 21st anniversary celebration of the October Revolution in
Tbilisi - a traditional military parade that took place on November 7
and was held in all of the Soviet republics from 1918 onwards (except
1942,1943,1944).
Apparently, the album belonged to Valerian Khatiashvili
(1906-1955), a member of the Central Committee of the Georgian SSR
who at the time worked as a deputy editor-in-chief of the Komunisti
magazine. He was later appointed the role of the Deputy Chairman
of the Organizing Committee of the Republican Olympiad for Artistic
Activities.
The collection of 25 vintage photographs offers a vivid
documentation of the nationwide festivity held on the Rustaveli avenue.
According to the images the 7 November celebrations were divided into
three different parts: official ceremonies (such as the military parade),
processions, and various forms of entertainment, including sports and
festive activities. The photographs show female volleyball players
in their costumes (2 photographs), pioneers playing trumpet/drums
and girls holding flowers at the background (1 photograph), a Soviet
official standing at the tribune and making a speech (1 photograph), a
procession of people waving banners/posters and leaded by few men in
laz chokhas (1 photograph), a woman holding a gun and standing on a
construction carried by men (1 photograph), festive procession of dancers
and musicians in national clothes of different Soviet republics, playing
trumpet and most likely, zurna (1 photograph), two men holding a poster
Steam-Engine and Railway Wagon Repair Stalin Factory demonstrating
plan achievement statistics for the past four years (1935-88.7%;
1936-90.7%; 1937-93.1%; 1938-110.6%) (1 photograph), children
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wearing Georgian national clothes (3 photographs), mounted militsiya
(2 photographs), red army soldiers (1 photograph), male Komsomol
members wearing Voroshilov Sharpshooter badges and holding guns
in their hands (1 photograph), and two buildings with Stalin’s images
photographed at night (2 photographs). Other photographs primarily
depict parade participants wearing either casual, national or athletic
clothes and holding various Communist flags, posters and banners.
Overall an interesting documentation of one of the most important
events in Georgia in 1938.
$1,250
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[ S OV I E T K A M A S U T R A ]

Two books on sex, originating from the same source:
1. Entsiklopediya intimnoi zhizni [i.e. The Encyclopedia of Intimate Life].
[N.p., 1970s]. 44 leaves. 30x22 cm. Typescript. In owner’s plastic folder.
Soiling and deformations of the folder, clean text block.
The Soviet underground translation of an American book from
the 1960s. On the title page it’s stated ‘Detgiz’ (main Soviet publishing
house for children’s books) in the place where the publisher should be,
which is probably an irony by the creators of this samizdat copy. The
text is in the form of a dialog between sexologist and married couple.
Translation is very interesting linguistically as the Russian language
at the time was not very prepared for this topic and sometimes the
translator had to look for phrases and expressions that didn’t exist yet.
Also unusual is the fact that homosexuality is mentioned but not as
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a separate topic, but while discussing other matters. The homosexual
relationships are mentioned in the neutral contexts, while in USSR at the
time the special article of the criminal code was dedicated to ‘Sodomy’
and the homosexuality was often viewed as a mental abnormality.
2. [Kama Sutra]. [1980s]. 92 black and white photos in album. 18,5x14
cm. Handmade album, originally a large quarto notebook, cut to the
size of the photos. The leaves glued together, using the cardboard strips
between them for solidity. This improvised binding’s rear cover is folded
as a bookmark.
Album without a title. Few photos are montaged during film
development to show the positions of the bodies in motion. First
photograph is also montaged showing erogenous zones. Occasional
handwritten notes naming the positions and describing the emotions of
male and female, e.g.: ‘‘Male perceives female in general which works to
female’s favour, because in the moment of sexual arousal she becomes
very attractive, so male after this won’t ‘stare’ at other females’’; ‘‘classic
European position aloud by Queen Victoria, male is trying to stimulate
female’s clitoris with his penis’’. It’s our understanding that the album
and the book could have been used together.
$1,500
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